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Abstract
A high quality production test for semiconductors is one that rejects all defective
chips and accepts only good chips. In practice some defective chips are accepted,
called test escapes. Also, sometimes good chips are rejected and discarded, called
false fails. This dissertation presents data that shows one of the causes of false fails,
and describes a technique to reduce these false fails without impacting the production
test quality.
Chips are tested by applying input stimuli, called test patterns, and observing the
output responses. In the vast majority of chips, to apply input stimuli to internal nodes
and observe the output responses easily, scan flip-flops are integrated into the circuit
design. A scan flip-flop has an additional test data input, which receives data from the
output of the previous scan flip-flop. During scan mode, the scan flip-flop input is
connected to the output of the previous scan flip-flop to form shift registers, called
scan chains. A test pattern is shifted into the scan chains during scan mode. Next, the
chip is placed in its functional mode to apply the test pattern to the circuit and capture
the response in the flip-flops. Finally, the chip is placed back in scan mode and the
response is shifted out, comparing the response to the error free response.
However, switching a chip from scan to functional mode causes large currents to
flow, which results in a temporary supply voltage drop, called voltage droop. Voltage
droop increases the delay of logic gates within the chip and can cause a good chip –
one that would work correctly in a system – to be rejected by the production test. To
prevent such false fails, this dissertation presents a technique that adds a delay after a
chip under test switches from scan to functional mode. The delay allows the supply
voltage to recover from the voltage droop. Experimental results using Stanford's
ELF13 test chips – 0.13 μm copper process chips implementing the NVIDIA graphics
processor design – show that as the delay is increased, the number of false fails
decreases. A maximum reduction in false fails of 20% was achieved without
increasing test escapes.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
A defect is a physical imperfection that can cause a chip to work incorrectly.
Defects may be introduced in the chip manufacturing process. Therefore, chips need to
be tested for defects to ensure correct functionality. A chip is tested by: 1) applying
input stimuli, 2) observing the responses, and 3) comparing these responses to the
expected error-free responses. Thus, the input stimuli and corresponding error-free
responses are required to test chips, called a test pattern. Test patterns can be
generated using a structural description of a chip such as a Verilog netlist. Such test
patterns are called structural patterns. Test patterns can be generated using functional
descriptions as well. Such test patterns are called functional patterns. However,
functional patterns are typically generated manually, making it costly, time consuming,
and prone to possible human errors. Thus, automated pattern generation is necessary
to control the cost and quality of testing chips.
Structural test patterns, which test the internal structures of a chip, can be
generated using Automated Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) tools. In many cases,
ATPG tools generate structural test patterns based on fault models, which model the
logical effects of a defect. Two commonly used fault models are the stuck-at fault and
the transition fault. A stuck-at fault models the physical defect as a signal line stuck at
logic-0 or logic-1. A transition fault models the delay of a transition at the input and
output of a logic gate.
Controllability refers to the ease of applying logic-0 or logic-1 to a specific
internal node. Observability refers to the ease of observing a logic value of an internal
node at the circuit outputs [McCluskey 86]. However, the large number of flip-flops in
current chip designs versus the relatively small number of chip inputs and outputs
makes it difficult to obtain adequate controllability and observability (e.g. more than
500,000 flip-flops vs. hundreds of IOs in a commercial graphics processor) without
using scan chains. A scan chain connects flip-flops of the design to form a shift
register. In a scan chain structure, each flip-flop is replaced with a scan flip-flop – a
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flip-flop with a multiplexer on the data input – which receives its input value either
from the combinational logic of the circuit-under-test (called functional or capture
mode), or directly from the output of a previous flip-flop (called scan mode). The
select signal of the multiplexer of scan flip-flop, called a scan enable, determines the
operational mode of scan flip-flops. During scan mode, scan flip-flops are connected
together to form a scan chain. When in scan mode, a test pattern can be shifted into the
scan chain, called scan shifting, so that the scan flip-flops can be easily loaded with
desired values. If the chip is subsequently placed in functional mode, the test pattern is
applied to the circuit and the response can be captured by the flip-flops. Finally, by
placing the chip back in scan mode, the response can be shifted out via the scan chains.
Some defective chips may pass testing. Such defective chips are called test escapes.
A test metric, which is a measure of the completeness of a test, is often used to guide
test pattern generation [McCluskey 04a, McCluskey 04b, Cho 05]. Some test metrics
such as N-detect [Ma 95, McCluskey 00b], TARO [Tseng 01, Park 05], and gate
exhaustive test [McCluskey 93, Cho 05] can reduce the number of test escapes, which
reduces the number of defective chips sold to customers. On the other hand, some
good chips fail testing. Such chips are called false fail chips or simply false fails.
Though the scan chain structure is employed to improve controllability and
observability, some false fails are caused by the scan chain structure when structural
test patterns are applied [Ashar 92, Hasan 95, Chakraborty 97, Dabholkar 98, Raimi
98, Bhadra 00, Zeng 01].
In this dissertation, we discuss: 1) how many false fails are caused in the
production test environment, 2) why false fails occur, and 3) how the number of false
fails can be reduced.
Throughout this dissertation, actual test results of the NVIDIA chip design (ELF13
chip) are presented as supporting evidence. ELF13 test chips were manufactured using
0.13μm copper technology. All structural test patterns were generated using TetraMax
from Synopsys.
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1.2 Contributions
Identification of false fails in the production test environment
Testing is necessary to identify defective chips. However, good chips can be
rejected by testing, called false fails. This dissertation presents experimental results on
false fails collected from the ELF13 test chips. ELF13 is an NVIDIA’s graphics
processor manufactured with 0.13μm copper technology. It has 7.2 million logic gates
with more than 10 clock domains. Table 1.1 lists the high-volume production test sets
(50 to 60 million chips tested) applied by NVIDIA. The test sets are listed in the order
they were applied (top to bottom).

Table 1.1 NVIDIA production test flow for ELF13 test chip selection
Speed
Vdd
Temp
Test results
Step
Description
(MHz)
(V)
(°C)
Pass
Fail
Go to the
SSF test @ wafer
Discard
7 1.355
25
1
next step
sort
Transition
delay
Go to the
2
370
1.355
25
Discard
test @ wafer sort
next step
SSF test @ package
Go to the
3
7 1.355
25
Discard
test
next step
Transition
delay
Go to the
4
370
1.355
25
Discard
test @ package test
next step
Go to the
SSF test @ package
5
7 1.355
105 next step
Discard
test
(50M chips)
Go to the
Transition
delay
6
330
1.355
105 Discard
next step
test @ package test
(50k chips)
7

256 sample set

Arbitrary selection

We applied 12 tests to the 256 ELF13 test chips collected from Table 1.1. The tests
are listed in the order that they were applied (shown in Table 1.2). In Table 1.2, 2detect SSF refers to the 2-detect single stuck-at fault test set, in which each single
stuck-at fault is detected by at least two different test patterns [McCluskey 04a].
Functional test refers to functional test patterns generated manually using functional
descriptions, which is done on an ATE (Automatic Test Equipment). System Level
3

Test (SLT) is another technique to test the functionality of a chip. During SLT, a chip
is inserted into a system such as a computer, and application programs are executed.

Step

Table 1.2 Experiments for false fail identification
Speed
Vdd
Temp
Condition for
Description
(MHz)
(V)
(°C)
next step

0

256 sample set

1
2
3

2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
Transition
delay test
Transition
delay test
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
Transition
delay test
Transition
delay test
SLT
Functional test

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

Test
results

7
7
7

0.9
1.355
1.6

25 Pass/Fail
25 Pass/Fail
25 Pass/Fail

Logged
Logged
Logged

10

1.355

25 Pass/Fail

Logged

370

1.355

25 Pass/Fail

Logged

7
7
7

0.9
1.355
1.6

105 Pass/Fail
105 Pass/Fail
105 Pass/Fail

Logged
Logged
Logged

10

1.355

105 Pass/Fail

Logged

330

1.355

105 Pass/Fail

Logged

NA*
NA*

1.355
1.355

system Pass/Fail
25 Pass/Fail
(Pass SLT,
step11) & (Pass
functional test,
step12) & (Pass
step 1~9) & (Fail
step10)**

False fails due
to hot
temperature
transition delay
test

Logged
Logged
88 false
fails

Note that our 256 chips all failed NVIDIA’s rated-speed hot transition delay test
during the NVIDIA production test (Table 1.1).
The last row in Table 1.2 shows the Boolean equation that identifies false fails due
to hot transition delay test. From the experiments described in Table 1.2, we identified
*

Not available

**

Chips pass all tests, including the SLT and functional test, yet fails the transition

delay test at hot temperature
4

88 ELF13 test chips that passed all tests except step 10. Since these 88 ELF13 test
chips passed both SLT and functional test, we suspect that they are false fails.
NVIDIA suspects that false fails are caused mainly through rated-speed hot
transition delay tests. Therefore, NVIDIA arbitrarily selected the 256 ELF13 test chips
out of a total set of 50,000 chips that failed rated-speed hot transition delay test (step 6
in Table 1.1), but passed all other tests (step 1 to 5 in Table 1.1). Subsequently, our
research focused on identifying false fails in the 256 ELF 13 chips, realizing that the
number of identified false fails will be an under-bound on the actual total number of
false fails because we ignore the potential false fails that might have been caused by
step 1 to 5 in Table 1.1.
Given that 34% (88/256) of the 256 ELF13 test chips are false fails, we can
estimate the false fail population in the NVIDIA’s high volume production test flow,
i.e., the false fail population in the 50,000 chips from which the 256 ELF13 test chips
were sampled. The false fail population in the 50,000 chips would be in the interval
between 14,250 (28.5%) and 20,050 (40.1%) with a probability of 95% [Moore 89,
Iman 95, Moore 06]. This interval can be translated into 238 to 401 false fails per
million chips (FFPM) given that the total production test volume of 50 million to 60
million chips. This estimation is an under-bound on the actual total number of false
fails. The appendix D presents the proof of the under-bound on the false fail
population.

False fail reduction
When structural test patterns are shifted into scan chains, usually more power is
consumed than in normal operation [Saxena 02, Wang 98]. The excess power
consumption during the application of test patterns can cause chips to operate more
slowly than under normal operation condition [Chen 97, Saxena 03, Rearick 05]. This
can cause a chip to fail during structural testing though it works correctly in a system,
resulting in a false fail. Thus, the false fail reduction can be achieved by reducing
power consumption during structural testing. For example, the following techniques
have been proposed:
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•

Power consumption during shifting of test patterns can be reduced by decreasing
the shift speed [Jha 03, Rabaey 03, Mak 07]. This method is simple, but increases
test time. For example, test time would be doubled if the shift speed were reduced
by a factor of two.

•

Test patterns generated by ATPG tools can be modified to generate quiet patterns,
which contain low switching activity [Saxena 03]. In this method, the logic being
tested has the same number of transitions as the original patterns, but the rest of
the circuit has lower number of transitions than the original patterns.

•

Test scheduling [Chou 97] finds the subsets of test patterns such that they can be
applied simultaneously under the constraints of power budget of a chip design.
Once the subsets of test patterns are identified, they are reordered to minimize the
total test time.

•

A static compaction technique [Sankaralingam 00] presents a compaction
algorithm that minimizes the number of transitions during scan shifting operation.
Some bits that do not contribute to detect targeted faults are assigned depending on
the position of scan chains to minimize the power consumption during scan shift
operation.

•

Power reduction during test application can be achieved by reordering test vectors
such that the number of transitions at internal nodes is minimized [Dabholka 98].

•

During the shift of test patterns, some paths in the chip design are gated to prevent
internal nodes from transitions [Gerstendorfer 99].
While all of this previous work demonstrates power reduction during structural

testing, none of it attempts to correlate excess power consumption to false fails. This
dissertation provides a method to reduce the power consumption during the
application of structural test patterns and its impact on yield by quantifying the
number of false fails and test escapes achieved by different power reduction
techniques.
A temporary supply voltage drop, called voltage droop, is caused by the resistance
of the supply network and the inductive components of the supply network.
Resistance-induced voltage droop is called IR-drop, while inductance-induced voltage
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droop is called Ldi/dt-drop [Tang 00, Srivastava 05]. Applying test patterns via scan
chains to test for delay faults may cause voltage droop, which increases the
propagation delay of logic gates within the chip and can cause good chips to be
rejected during the test. This dissertation presents: 1) comparisons of power reduction
techniques with regard to the number of false fails and test escapes, and 2) a technique
that reduces the temporary supply voltage drop during structural tests to reduce false
fails. The technique presented here adds a delay after shifting. This is called launch
delay test. The inserted delay allows the supply voltage to recover from the voltage
droop. Voltage droop can be caused by 1) scan shifting, 2) switching the chip from
scan to functional mode, and 3) the combination of scan shifting and mode switch.
The presented technique was implemented by placing a delay at different time
locations during test to identify a root cause of voltage droop during scan-based delay
test. The inserted delay after scan shifting is called idle time. Experimental results
show that the chip switching from scan to functional mode causes voltage droop and
false fails induced by the voltage droop. In addition, experimental results show that
more false fails can be eliminated with longer idle time. A maximum reduction in false
fails of 20% was achieved without increasing test escapes.
Due to the inserted idle time, the test application time of launch delay test
increases. Similarly, lowering the shift speed to reduce average power consumption
also increases test application time. The two techniques are compared by making the
total test application time of both techniques equal and recording the reduction in false
fails. While the presented technique can reduce false fails by 20%, the shift speed
reduction technique does not reduce false fails, i.e., structural test patterns without the
idle time insertion were applied at a slower speed such that the total test application
time is equal to that of launch delay test, but the number of false fails were not
reduced with the slower shift speed.

Analysis of clock stretch problem
In structural delay testing, two successive clock pulses – the first clock pulse,
called launch clock, that launches a signal transition, and the second clock pulse,
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called capture clock, that captures the responses of the transition – are applied after
scan shifting. The clock frequency of the two successive clock pulses should be a chip
operating frequency to test for delay defects. When launch clock is applied, a large
number of nodes make transitions, causing a large current flow. This large current
flow causes supply voltage droop (Ldi/dt-drop). As a result of the supply voltage
droop, the second clock (capture clock) is delayed, called clock stretch [Rearick 05].
In structural delay testing, clock stretch may cause test escapes because chips are
tested at a slower speed than they would be without clock stretch. This is called undertesting.
It may seem that the presented technique may exacerbate clock stretch because the
idle time increases the period of time the chip is quiescent, during which the currents
from the previous clock pulses vanish. Thus, the chip would experience larger current
change with idle time than it would without idle time, causing additional Ldi/dt-drop.
If so, the presented technique would reduce false fails not because of voltage droop
recovery but because of under-testing due to the clock stretch. Simulations and
experiments were performed to show that inserting the idle time reduces false fails by
providing chips with additional time allotted to recover from voltage droop. First,
SPICE simulations show that the amount of clock stretch does not increase by
inserting idle time. Another data point is the minVdd values as an indicator of voltage
droop. A minVdd value is the minimum supply voltage value at which a chip passes the
test. Earlier research has demonstrated that smaller minVdd implies less IR-drop
[Saxena 03]. Thus, the minVdd values can serve as an indirect method to measure IRdrop, which is otherwise impossible to measure directly due to the design constraints
of the ELF13 test chip. Experiments show that chips that pass launch delay test have
relatively small minVdd values compared to the chips that fail launch delay test. This
shows that chips with small minVdd values are more likely to pass launch delay test,
meaning that chips can pass the test because of the additional time allotted to recover
from IR-drop during launch delay test.
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Identification of other potential causes of false fails
Maxwell [Maxwell 00] addressed the comparisons of functional and structural test
results on ASIC chips. Although he presented the pass/fail breakdown of various test
methodologies, causes of false fails were not discussed. In addition to voltage droop as
the cause of false fails, this dissertation discusses the following as causes of false fails.
First, ATPG tools generate structural test patterns based on the structural description
of chip designs. This can result in some paths that are not used in the functional
operation, called false paths, being tested using structural test patterns. Good chips can
be rejected due to testing of these false paths. Second, structural test patterns can
capture the chip responses at a timing that is not allowed in the functional operation,
called incorrect capture timing. In structural delay test, capturing the chip responses at
incorrect capture timing can reject good chips because chips can be tested at a faster
speed than they would work in a system. Third, false fails may fail at the same logic
blocks repeatedly. If such logic blocks exist, false fails can be reduced by preventing
them from being tested during structural test.

1.3 Outline
This dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 describes the NVIDIA test chips, the classification of test chips, and the
number of false fails in the production test environment.
Chapter 3 presents comparisons of various power reduction techniques and the
technique that reduces false fails.
Chapter 4 concludes this dissertation.
Appendix A presents the test results of the potential defect locations in false fails
and defective chips [Lee 05].
Appendix B presents the test results on false paths and incorrect capture timing as
causes of false fails and experimental procedures to identify false fails [Lee 06].
Appendix C presents the proof of the margin of error in false fail estimates.
Appendix D presents the impact of skew samples on the false fail estimates.
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Appendix E presents the paper on launch delay test submitted to IEEE Trans. on
Design & Test of Computers [Lee 07].
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Chapter 2 Test Chip and Classification
2.1 Test chip
Table 2.1 presents the characteristics of the test chip.

Test
chip
ELF13

Table 2.1 Characteristics of test chip design
Number
Number
Number of
Feature
Number Threshold
of logic
of FlipClock
size
of I/Os voltage (V)
gates
Flops
Domains
7.2 M
NA
>10
>100
0.3
0.13μm

ELF13 is an NVIDIA’s commercial graphics processor manufactured with 0.13μm
copper technology.

2.2 ELF13 Test flow
Two different test flows were used to identify the test chip sample set on which to
perform experiments: the production test flow and the experiment test flow. The
production test flow was used to identify the test chip sample set. After the sample set
was identified, the experiment test flow was used to apply various tests and classify
the test chips of the sample set, hereafter referred to as the ELF13 test chips. All
structural test patterns were generated using Tetramax from Synopsys.

2.2.1 ELF13 production test flow
Table 2.2 (same as Table 1.1) presents the NVIDIA’s production test flow used to
identify the ELF13 test chips. In the production test flow, 0.1% of the incoming chips
failed the transition delay test at 105°C (step 6). The ELF13 test chips were selected
arbitrarily from these failing chips. NVIDIA’s production test patterns were used in
the production test flow.
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Table 2.2 ELF13 production test flow and test chip selection
Step

Speed
(MHz)

Description

Vdd
(V)

Test results

Temp
(°C)
Pass

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SSF test @ wafer
sort
Transition delay
test @ wafer sort
SSF
test
@
package test
Transition delay
test @ package
test
SSF
test
package test

@

Transition delay
test @ package
test
Arbitrary
selection

Fail

Go to the
next step
Go to the
25
next step
Go to the
25
next step

Discard

Go to the
next step

Discard

7

1.355

25

370

1.355

7

1.355

370

1.355

7

1.355

Go to the
105 next step
(50M chips)

Discard

330

1.355

105 Discard

Go to the next
step (50k chips)

25

Discard

Discard

256 sample set

2.2.2 ELF13 experiment test flow
Additional structural test sets (2-detect test set and transition delay test set) were
applied to the 256 ELF13 test chips under various test conditions, which are
summarized in Table 2.3. In Table 2.3, 2-detect SSF is the 2-detect single stuck-at
fault test set, in which each single stuck-at fault is detected by at least two different
test patterns [McCluskey 04a]. Functional test applies functional test patterns
generated manually using functional descriptions. Functional testing is done on an
ATE (Automatic Test Equipment). System Level Test (SLT) is another technique to
test the functionality of a chip. During SLT, a chip is inserted into a system such as a
computer, and application programs are executed. Table 2.3 presents tests in the order
they were applied. Transition delay test patterns were applied at nominal Vdd (1.355V)
at two different speeds: rated and slow. 2-detect test patterns were applied at three
different supply voltages at slow speed (7 MHz): low Vdd (0.9V), nominal Vdd
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(1.355V), and high Vdd (1.6V). The threshold voltage is 0.3V. All the structural tests
were applied at room (25°C) and hot (105°C) temperatures. The temperature controller
sets the temperature of a chip during structural tests and functional test, but the
temperature controller is unavailable for SLT. Therefore, the temperature of a chip
during SLT is determined by the system temperature: the temperature of a system in
which a chip is inserted. In SSF test, the low voltage value was selected using the
following criteria: 1) chips that work correctly in a system should pass the test at the
low voltage, and 2) scan chain flush test, which tests if scan chains work correctly,
should pass at the low voltage.
All 256 ELF13 test chips were tested by the 12 tests listed in Table 2.3 (same as
Table 1.2). For example, 203 chips pass step 1 (see third row in Table 2.3), and
subsequently all 256 ELF13 test chips were tested by the next test (step 2). Detailed
test results are discussed in the following section.
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Table 2.3 Experiment test flow and test conditions
Step

Description

0

256 sample set

1
2
3

2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
Transition
delay test
Transition
delay test
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
Transition
delay test
Transition
delay test
SLT
Functional test

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Speed
(MHz)

Vdd
(V)

Temp
(°C)

Number of chips
Pass

Fail

7
7
7

0.9
1.355
1.6

25 203
25 243
25 243

53
13
13

10

1.355

25 245

11

370

1.355

25 201

55

7
7
7

0.9
1.355
1.6

105 150
105 226
105 226

106
30
30

10

1.355

105 225

31

330

1.355

105 68

188

NA*
NA*

1.355
1.355

system 188
25 240

68
16

Table 2.4 summarizes the test set length and the fault coverage of the test sets used
in the experiment test flow. In Launch-On-Capture (LOC) transition delay test
patterns, test patterns are shifted via scan chains. After shifting of test patterns, the
chip switches from scan to functional mode. Subsequently, two clock pulses are
applied at a rated speed to test for delay defects. The chip response is captured at the
flip-flops and is shifted out by placing the chip to scan mode.

Table 2.4 Structural test sets for the ELF13 experiment test flow
Test set
Test set length
Fault coverage
LOC transition delay test
25,909 89.8% (transition fault coverage)
2-detect
11,777
94.3% (2-detect fault coverage)
*

Not available
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2.3 Test chip classification
As discussed in the previous section, structural test sets as well as system level test
were applied to the ELF13 test chips. In this section, detailed test results and the test
chip classification are presented.

2.3.1 False fails
A good chip that functions correctly in a system but fails structural test is called a
false fail chip or simply false fail. In this dissertation, two tests – system level test
(SLT) and functional test – were used to test if chips function correctly in a system. A
chip that fails either one or both of the two tests is considered to malfunction in a
system because both tests test the functionality of a chip. Thus, a chip that passes both
system level test and functional test, but fails structural tests is classified as a false fail.
We assume SLT and functional test are correct, so chips that pass SLT and functional
test work correctly under normal operating conditions. A false fail can be identified by
using the following Boolean equation:
False fail = (pass SLT) & (pass functional test) & (fail any structural test listed in
Table 2.3).
In the 256 ELF13 test chips, we identified 167 false fails (65% of the ELF13 test
chips).

2.3.2 Test escape
A chip that passes all the structural tests but fails either one or both of system level
test and functional test is called a structural test escape. Test results can depend on the
test conditions at which structural test patterns are applied. For example, a chip can
pass 2-detect SSF test at room temperature but fail the same test at hot temperature.
Thus, structural test escapes can be identified at different temperatures. Table 2.5 and
Table 2.6 show the test sequences to identify structural test escapes at room and hot
temperatures. In Table 2.5 and Table 2.6, the condition for passing the chip functional
test is defined as the following Boolean equation:
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Pass chip functional test = (pass SLT) & (pass functional test).

Step
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Step
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

*

Table 2.5 Structural test escapes at 25°C
Condition
Speed
Vdd
Temp
Description
for the
(°C)
(MHz)
(V)
next step
256 sample set
Chip functional
test
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
Transition
delay test
Transition
delay test
Structural test
escapes @ 25°C

NA*

1.355

7
7
7

0.9
1.355
1.6

10
370

system/
25**
25
25
25

Fail

72

Pass
Pass
Pass

59
57
57

1.355

25 Pass

57

1.355

25 Pass

36
36

Table 2.6 Structural test escapes at 105°C
Condition
Speed
Vdd
Temp
Description
for the
(°C)
(MHz)
(V)
next step

Number of
chips for the
next step

256 sample set
Chip functional
test
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
Transition
delay test
Transition
delay test
Structural test
escapes @ 105°C

NA*

1.355

7
7
7

0.9
1.355
1.6

10
330

system/
25**
105
105
105

Fail

72

Pass
Pass
Pass

51
49
48

1.355

105 Pass

46

1.355

105 Pass

9
9

Not available

**

Number of
chips for the
next step

system temperature for SLT and 25°C for functional test
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The last column of Table 2.5 and Table 2.6 presents the number of chips that
satisfies the test conditions specified in the 6th column, i.e., the number of chips that
would go to the next step. The chips that did not satisfy the test conditions specified in
the 6th column did not go to the next step. For example, the 256 chips were tested
using the chip functional test, and 72 chips failed the test (step 1). Only the 72 chips
went to step 2. At the end of the test sequence, we identified 36 structural test escapes
at room temperature (25°C).
Test escapes are often expressed as DPM (Defective parts Per Million). According
to our experiments, structural test escapes can be reduced from 140,000 DPM to
35,000 DPM by applying the same test sets at hot temperature (75% reduction in
structural test escapes). However, our experiments show that false fails would increase
by 414% (21 to 108 false fails) if structural test patterns are applied at hot temperature,
which is discussed in the next section.

2.3.3 Rated-speed failure
A chip that passes slow speed tests but fails nominal speed transition delay test is
called a rated-speed failure. Slow speed tests include slow speed transition delay test
and 2-detect test with nominal and high Vdd. Table 2.7 and Table 2.8 shows the test
sequences to identify rated-speed failures at room and hot temperatures. The last two
columns present the numbers of false fails and defective chips that satisfy the
conditions specified in the 6th column. The chips that did not satisfy the conditions in
the 6th column did not go to the next step. As can be seen from Table 2.7 and Table
2.8, the number of false fails increases from 21 to 108 (414%) by applying structural
tests at an elevated temperature.
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Table 2.7 Rated-speed failures at 25°C
Step

Description

0

256 sample set

1
2

2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
Transition
delay test
Transition
delay test
Rated-speed
failure @ 25°C

3
4
5

Speed
(MHz)

Vdd
(V)

Temp
(°C)

Condition
for the
next step

Number of chips for the
next step
Defective
False fails
chips

7
7

1.355
1.6

25 Pass
25 Pass

178
176

65
65

10

1.355

25 Pass

173

64

370

1.355

25 Fail

21

21

21

21

Table 2.8 Rated-speed failures at 105°C
Step

Description

0

256 sample set

1
2

2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
Transition
delay test
Transition
delay test
Rated-speed
failure @
105°C

3
4
5

Speed
(MHz)

Vdd
(V)

Temp
(°C)

Condition
for the
next step

Number of chips for the
next step
False fails Defective
chips

7 1.355
7
1.6

105 Pass
105 Pass

164
161

61
60

10 1.355

105 Pass

155

58

330 1.355

105 Fail

108

41

108

41

Table 2.9 shows the rated-speed failures at hot temperature only. The remaining
part of this dissertation focuses on those rated-speed failures at hot temperature only
because the 256 ELF13 test chips were collected from the rated-speed failures at hot
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temperature only, i.e., they pass all structural tests except the transition delay test at
hot temperature (see Table 2.2).

Table 2.9 Rated-speed failures at 105°C only
Step

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Description
256 sample
set
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
Transition
delay test
Transition
delay test
2-detect SSF
2-detect SSF
Transition
delay test
Transition
delay test
Rated-speed
failure @
105°C only

Speed
(MHz)

Vdd
(V)

Temp
(°C)

Condition
for the
next step

Number of chips for the
next step
Defective
False fails
chips

7
7

1.355
1.6

25 Pass
25 Pass

178
176

65
65

10

1.355

25 Pass

173

64

370

1.355

25 Pass

152

43

7
7

1.355
1.6

105 Pass
105 Pass

139
136

39
38

10

1.355

105 Pass

131

36

330

1.355

105 Fail

88

20

88

20

2.3.4 Slow-speed failure
A chip that fails one or more slow speed tests is called a slow-speed failure. A
slow-speed failure can be identified by using the following Boolean equation:
Slow-speed failure = (fail 2-detect test @ Vdd=1.355) ∪ (fail 2-detect test @
Vdd=1.6V) ∪ (fail transition delay test @ slow speed)
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show the test sequences and the numbers of slow-speed
failures at room and hot temperatures.
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Figure 2.1 Slow-speed failures at room temperature – all tests applied at 25°C

Figure 2.2 Slow-speed failures at hot temperature – all tests applied at 105°C
Among the 19 slow-speed failures at room temperature, 11 chips are false fails and
8 chips are defective chips (see Figure 2.1). Among the 43 slow-speed failures at room
temperature, 29 chips are false fails and 14 chips are defective chips (see Figure 2.2).
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2.4 False fail estimates in the production test environment
As explained in the previous section, the 256 ELF13 test chips were collected
using the production test flow at NVIDIA (see Table 2.2). They failed the hot
transition delay test and passed other tests listed in Table 2.2. From the experiment test
flow shown in Table 2.3, the 108 chips failed transition delay test at hot temperature
but passed other structural tests (see Table 2.9), among which 88 chips are false fails.
Given that 34% (88/256) of the 256 ELF13 test chips are false fails, we can
estimate the false fail population in the NVIDIA’s high volume production test flow,
i.e., the false fail population in the 50,000 chips from which the 256 ELF13 test chips
were sampled.
A confidence level is a probability that an estimate produces an interval that covers
the true value [Moore 89, Iman 95, Moore 06]. This dissertation uses a 95% level of
confidence in estimating the number of false fails in the 50,000 chips. Using a 95%
level of confidence, the false fail population in the 50,000 chips is given by the
following equation [Moore 89, Iman 95, Moore 06]:
pˆ ± 1.96

pˆ (1 − pˆ )
n

(1)

where p̂ is the proportion of false fails in the 256 ELF13 test chips, and n is the
sample size. In our experiment, p̂ is 0.34, and n is 256. Thus, the false fail

population in the 50,000 chips would be in the interval between 14,250 (28.5%) and
20,050 (40.1%).
We can translate this interval into FFPM (False Fails Per Million chips), which is
defined as follows:
Number of false fails induced by hot transition delay test /106
=

Number of false fails in the 50,000 chips
× 10 6
Total number of manufactured chips

14,250 × 10 6 20,050 × 10 6
=
to
T
T

(2)

where T is the total number of manufactured chips that were tested at the NVIDIA
production test flow shown in Table 1.1.
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By assuming that the total production test volume of 50 million to 60 million chips,
we would have the following:
•

the under-bound, i.e., the minimum value, of the interval (14,250) yields to the
FFPM between 238 (14,250/60) and 285 (14,250/50)

•

the upper-bound, i.e., the maximum value, of the interval (20,050) yields to the
FFPM between 334 (20,050/60) and 401 (20,050/50)

From the four FFPM numbers calculated above, we have FFPM estimate in the
interval between 238 and 401.
The appendix D shows that 238 FFPM is an under-bound on the total number of
false fails (i.e., step 1 to 5 in Table 1.1 may also cause false fails, which were not
included in our estimation). The derivation of the equation (1) can be found in the
appendix C.

2.5 Summary and conclusions
This chapter describes the sampling procedure and classification of the 256 ELF13
test chips, upon which our experiments were based. The ELF13 test chip was
manufactured with 0.13μm copper technology. Using the NVIDIA’s production test
flow, the 256 ELF13 test chips were selected arbitrarily from the chips that failed
transition delay test applied at hot temperature but passed other structural tests. The
experiment test flow was used to identify false fails. According to our test results, 88
false fails were induced by hot transition delay test. Based on the sample size and the
test results of the 256 ELF13 test chips, we estimated the number of false fails per
million chips (FFPM) induced by hot transition delay test. Our experiments show that
the FFPM estimate would be in the interval between 238 and 401, whose range is
close to what NVIDIA expects. This estimation is the under-bound of the total FFPM
including other structural tests.
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Chapter 3 Launch Delay Test
3.1 Introduction
Power consumption in a CMOS circuit can be divided into static and dynamic
[Hodges 03]. Static power consumption is due to the leakage current. When a node
toggles its value, dynamic power consumption occurs, which is proportional to the
number of toggled nodes. The act of shifting in test patterns through scan chains
causes many scan flip-flops and much of the combinational logic fed by the scan flipflops to be toggled. This is due to the lack of the low correlation between consecutive
vectors and the presence of large amounts of pseudo randomly filled don’t-care bits
within a vector, resulting in a larger number of nodes that will be toggled when
vectors are scanned in and scanned out [Wang 98]. Therefore, the switching activity,
i.e., the number of toggled nodes, of scan-based test patterns often leads to high power
consumption and large currents during test [Sankaralingam 00, Volkerink 04]. This
large current demand can cause temporary supply voltage drop, called voltage droop,
because of the supply network’s resistance (also called IR-drop) [Tang 00, Srivastava
05]. As a result, the logic gates will operate below their nominal voltage, and
consequently below their rated speed. Thus, IR-drop caused during scan test may
cause a circuit to function more slowly than under normal operating conditions,
leading to the mistaken conclusion that the circuit is defective. This mistake results in
yield loss known as a false fail.
In this chapter, we evaluate the impact of idle cycle insertion on yield by
quantifying the number of test escapes. We empirically quantify false fails resulting
from IR-drop by inserting idle cycles at appropriate points during the scan test
application. Launch delay (LD) test adds a delay after scan shifting, called idle cycles
or idle time. During these idle cycles, the power supply network of a chip is given time
to recover from the IR-drop. The amount of IR-drop depends on the power supply
network design. Thus, different chip designs need different idle times [Lee 07].
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3.2 Previous work
Several other approaches to minimize the effects of IR-drop during structural test
have been described:
•

Power consumption during shifting of test patterns can be reduced by decreasing
the shift speed [Jha 03, Rabaey 03, Mak 07]. This method is simple, but increases
test time. For example, test time would be doubled if the shift speed were reduced
by a factor of two.

•

Test patterns generated by ATPG tools can be modified to generate quiet patterns,
which contain low switching activity [Saxena 03]. In this method, the logic being
tested has the same number of transitions as the original patterns, but the rest of
the circuit has lower number of transitions than the original patterns.

•

Test scheduling [Chou 97] finds the subsets of test patterns such that they can be
applied simultaneously under the constraints of power budget of a chip design.
Once the subsets of test patterns are identified, they are reordered to minimize the
total test time.

•

A static compaction technique [Sankaralingam 00] presents a compaction
algorithm that minimizes the number of transitions during scan shifting operation.
Some bits that do not contribute to detect targeted faults are assigned depending on
the position of scan chains to minimize the power consumption during scan shift
operation.

•

Power reduction during test application can be achieved by reordering test vectors
such that the number of transitions at internal nodes is minimized [Dabholka 98].

•

During the shift of test patterns, some paths in the chip design are gated to prevent
internal nodes from transitions [Gerstendorfer 99].

•

It is also possible to reduce the power consumption by reducing the switching
activity during scan shifting. During test pattern generation, some bits, called care
bits, are explicitly specified to target faults, while other bits, called don’t-care bits,
can be chosen arbitrarily. Test patterns with low switching activity can be
generated by filling the don’t-care bits with the last care bit, called repeat fill
[McCluskey 04a, Volkerink 04].
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•

Low power test pattern generation can be guided by the power consumption
criteria [Ahmed 07]. In this approach, initial patterns are generated to calculate the
average power consumption. The maximum power consumption is determined by
using the power consumption calculated from the initial patterns. Next, patterns
whose power consumption is greater than the predetermined threshold are
discarded. Remaining faults that would be detected by the discarded patterns are
then targeted using the repeat-fill pattern generation to meet the power
consumption criteria. Unfortunately, this procedure requires three ATPG steps.
While all of this previous work demonstrates power reduction during scan-based

testing, none of it attempts to correlate excess power consumption to false fails. This
dissertation provides a method to reduce the power consumption during the
application of structural test patterns and its impact on yield by quantifying the
number of false fails and test escapes.

3.3 Preliminary
Transition delay test sets
The transition fault model [Waicukauski 88] is employed to guide test pattern
generation to cover defects which cause late signal transitions. Such a delay test
requires a two-pattern test: the first pattern initializes a node signal value; the second
causes this value to switch to the opposite value and sensitize the transition to an
observable output. These two events should happen on two successive clock pulses at
the rated speed of a device. These two clock pulses are responsible for launching and
capturing the transition, respectively. Two different scan-based delay test protocols are
supported by most commercial ATPG tools: Launch-On-Shift (LOS) and Launch-OnCapture (LOC) [Saxena 02], which are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Timing diagrams of transition delay test set
In LOS test patterns, scan data is loaded through scan chains. Internal nodes are
initialized at the last shift clock, or the launch clock. Nodes in the logic being tested
are initialized at the last shift clock (launch clock). For the flip-flops to capture the
logic’s response in the downstream flip-flops, the scan-enable signal must switch from
1 to 0 before the subsequent capture clock is applied. Because the scan enable signal
switches between the launch and capture clock, which are applied at a system speed,
the scan enable signal should be designed to operate at the system speed. Due to this
design restriction, LOC test patterns are more frequently used.
In LOC test patterns, the scan enable signal does not need to operate at system
speed. Once scan data is loaded through scan chains, the scan enable signal transitions
from 1 to 0 in whatever time frame it requires. Subsequently, the launch and capture
clocks are applied at a system speed, after which the scan enable signal is raised prior
to shifting out. In the LOC test patterns, test generation requires two-state sequential
solution because the launch and capture clocks should happen while the scan enable
signal is 0. Due to this restriction, an LOC test set has a larger test set size and low
fault coverage compared to an LOS test set. In addition, an LOC test pattern
generation requires more ATPG computation time.
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3.4 False fail reduction using launch delay test
3.4.1 Launch delay test set
A launch delay test pattern is the test pattern whose launch clock is delayed by a
certain amount of time, called idle time or idle cycles. Idle time is inserted in the
interval between the last shift clock and the launch clock.
A Launch-On-Capture Launch Delay (LOC-LD) test pattern is an LOC test pattern
with idle cycles inserted between the last shift and the launch clock. A reference LOC
test pattern is the LOC test pattern prior to the idle cycle insertion, which is directly
generated from a commercial ATPG tool. Figure 3.2 presents two variants of timing
diagrams for LOC-LD.

Figure 3.2 Timing diagram of LOC-LD transition delay test pattern
As Figure 3.2 shows, there are two possible ways to implement an LOC LD
transition delay test set:
a. Idle cycles are inserted before the scan enable signal transition (Pre SE LOC-LD).
b. Idle cycles are inserted after the scan enable signal transition (Post SE LOC-LD).
The key properties of the LD test set are as follows:
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1.

The expected values of test patterns do not change. Therefore, it incurs no ATPG
overhead.

2.

No outputs are compared during idle cycles.

3.

The LD test set has the same fault coverage as the reference test set.

4.

The LD test set initializes and propagates faults to the observable outputs the same
as the reference test set does.

5.

The switching activity of the LD test set is the same as the switching activity of the
reference test set.

6.

The LD test set increases overall test time.

7.

No clocks pulse during idle cycles. Otherwise, expected values would change.

8.

Primary input values are not changed during idle cycles.
The implementation of LD test sets takes advantage of commercial ATPG tools.

No new ATPG algorithm is required and the compaction algorithms in commercial
ATPG tools can be utilized. After a compact test set is generated using a commercial
ATPG tool, idle cycles can be easily inserted using a script. Thus, implementing LD
test sets incurs no ATPG overhead. However, test time increases because idle cycles
increase the number of tester cycles per test pattern. In ELF13 experiments, the
maximum of 25% of test time increase was observed. The test time of LD test depends
on not only the number of inserted idle cycles but also the other factors such as yield
and the entire test flow. For example, if the purpose of the LD test is to reduce false
fails, it is not necessary to add idle cycles to passing test patterns, because the idle
cycle insertion would not change the pass/fail results of passing patterns. Detailed
analysis of the test application time for LD tests is discussed in the section 3.4.4.
Another test set based on the Single Stuck-at Fault (SSF) can be modified to
include idle cycles: An SSF-LD test pattern is defined as the reference SSF test pattern
with idle cycles inserted between the last shift and the capture clock.
Table 3.1 presents statistics for the reference test sets upon which the LOC-LD and
2-detect SSF-LD test sets for the ELF13 test chips were based. In Table 3.1, 2-detect
SSF is the 2-detect single stuck-at fault test set in which each single stuck-at fault is
detected more than twice [McCluskey 04a].
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Table 3.1 Reference test sets for ELF13 test chips
Test set
Test set length
Fault coverage (%)
LOC
25,909
89.8 (transition faults coverage)
2-detect SSF
11,777
94.3 (2-detect fault coverage)
Twenty test sets were generated for the ELF13 test chips by using the following
parameters: 2 reference test sets (LOC and 2-detect SSF), 5 numbers of idle cycles
added to each pattern (100, 200, 300, 500, or 1,000), and the positions of idle cycles
(pre SE or post SE). All LD test sets are listed in Table 3.2. Each idle cycle is
142.85ns in duration. Note that the fault coverages and test set lengths of LOC-LD and
SSF-LD test sets are the same as those of the reference LOC and SSF test sets,
respectively. However, the number of cycles per pattern increases by the number of
inserted idle cycles.

3.4.2 Power dissipation of launch delay test set
When a logic gate switches its output from 0 to 1, or 1 to 0, both NMOS and
PMOS transistors are turned on for a short period of time, resulting in a short current
from VDD to ground. This causes a short-circuit power dissipation. In addition,
charging and discharging load capacitance causes dynamic power dissipation.
Between them, the dynamic power dissipation is usually dominant [Chandrakasan 95,
Chen 03, West 03]. By adding idle cycles, we can reduce the dynamic power
dissipation during the application of test patterns.
Figure 3.3 shows the input waveforms of an inverter that drives a load capacitance
C. In Figure 3.3, tp refers to a clock period and ti refers to the inserted idle time.
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Figure 3.3 Input waveforms
The average power dissipation of an inverter for n clock periods (Pa) can be
expressed as follows [Chandrakasan 95, Chen 03, West 03].

1
Pa =
n⋅tp

n⋅t p

1

∫ i(t ) ⋅ v(t )dt = t
0

2
⋅ C ⋅ V DD

(1)

p

The average power dissipation of a simple inverter for n clock periods with the
idle time insertion (Pb) can be expressed in terms of Pa.

1
Pb =
ti + n ⋅ t p
=

tp
ti + n ⋅ t p

t i + n⋅t p

1
∫0 i(t ) ⋅ v(t )dt = t i + n ⋅ t p
tp

⋅

n
i (t ) ⋅ v(t )dt =
t p ∫0

n⋅t p

∫ i(t ) ⋅ v(t )dt
0

1
t
1+ i
n⋅tp

⋅ Pa = α ⋅ Pa

(2)

The α in the equation (2) is a function of n and ti and is less than unity. Thus, Pb is
less than Pa.
The average power reduction (PR) by idle time can be calculated as follows:
PR =

Pa − Pb
= 1−α = 1−
Pa

1
t
1+ i
n⋅tp

=
1+

1
n⋅tp

(3)

ti

For example, we inserted idle cycles up to 1,000, which correspond to the 32% of
the pattern application time. Thus, t i = 0.32 ⋅ n ⋅ t p , and this results in the power
reduction of 24%.
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3.4.3 Experimental results
Twenty sets of LD test patterns were applied to the ELF13 test chips that failed the
reference LOC or 2-detect test sets to determine the effect of idle cycles on test results.
Launch delay test sets were applied as follows:
1.

Ten sets of LOC-LD test patterns were applied to the 108 ELF13 test chips, which
are categorized as rated-speed failures at hot temperature only (see Table 2.9).
Among them, 88 chips are false fails and 20 chips are defective chips.

2.

Ten sets of SSF-LD test patterns were applied to the 18 ELF13 test chips, which
are categorized as slow-speed failures at nominal voltage at hot temperature only
(see Figure 2.2). In Figure 2.1, the 31 ELF13 test chips failed 2-detect test at
nominal voltage at hot temperature, among which the 13 chips also failed 2-detect
test at nominal voltage at room temperature, which were not considered in the
experiments. Among the 18 slow-speed failures at nominal voltage at hot
temperature only, 14 chips are false fails and 4 chips are defective chips.
Table 3.2 presents the experimental results on idle cycle test sets.

Table 3.2 Experimental results on LOC-LD/SSF-LD for ELF13
experimental results on
experimental results on
Idle
# of
LOC-LD
SSF-LD
cycle
idle
position
cycles False fails Defective chips False fails Defective chips
Pass Fail Pass
Fail
Pass Fail Pass
Fail
100
85
0
20
0
14
0
4
3
200
85
0
20
0
14
0
4
3
Post SE
300
83
0
20
0
14
0
4
5
500
74
0
20
0
14
0
4
14
71
0
20
13
0
4
1,000
17
1
100
0
88
0
20
0
14
0
4
200
0
88
0
20
0
14
0
4
Pre SE
300
0
88
0
20
0
14
0
4
500
0
88
0
20
0
14
0
4
1,000
0
88
0
20
0
14
0
4

Three results can be seen from Table 3.2. First, as can be seen from the bold
entries, the more idle cycles are inserted, the more false fails pass the LD test sets.
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Second, no chips pass the pre SE LOC-LD test sets. This points to the scan enable
transition event, rather than the scan shifting activity, as the cause of the voltage droop
that reduces yield. Finally, no test escapes were observed from the LD test sets, i.e., no
defective chips passed LD tests.

3.4.4 Test application time of launch delay test
The overall test application time of LD test set is larger than that of the reference
test set because the launch clock is delayed by the number of inserted idle cycles. The
impact on the test execution time of various LD test sets is shown in Table 3.3. Note
that the test application time is independent of the idle cycle position, i.e., the test
application time of pre SE LOC-LD is the same as that of post SE LOC-LD as long as
the number of inserted idle cycles is the same.

Table 3.3 Summary of test application time
# of idle cycles Test time (sec) Additional test time (sec)
0
11.3
0
100
11.6
0.3
200
12.0
0.7
LOC-LD
300
12.4
1.1
500
13.2
1.9
1,000
15.0
3.7
Reference SSF
0
5.1
0
100
5.3
0.2
200
5.5
0.4
SSF-LD
300
5.6
0.5
500
6.0
0.9
1,000
6.8
1.7

Test set
Reference LOC

Although the additional test time seems to be large (25% of the test time of
reference test patterns when 1,000 idle cycles are inserted), the additional test time in
terms of the total test application time can be less than 25%. LD test patterns do not
need to be applied to all chips. If false fails need to be reduced, a test flow can be
created such that it applies LD test patterns only to chips that fail reference test
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patterns. In this case, the additional test time due to idle cycles depends on the yield.
For example, assuming 25% of test time increase due to idle cycles, the additional test
time in terms of total test application time is (1 − Y ) × 1.25 , where Y is the yield. If the
yield is 90%, the additional test time increases by 12.5%. The above equation can be
modified depending on the test flow. For instance, the 12.5% test time increase
mentioned above assumes that only the LOC test is applied in the test flow. If SSF and
LOC test are applied, and false fails due to LOC test need to be reduced, the additional
test time is YSSF × (1 − YLOC ) × 1.25 , where YSSF and YLOC refer to the yield of SSF

and LOC test, respectively. In this case, the test time increase is smaller than in the
previous case. The total test application time can be further reduced by considering the
failing pattern data. Note that idle cycles do not need to be added to passing patterns.
When chips are tested, failing patterns can be identified by logging failing cycles.
Then, idle cycles can be added only to those failing patterns. In this case, the total test
application time can be further reduced, depending on the number of failing patterns.
If f represents the percentage of reference test patterns that fail, the total test
application time is YSSF × (1 − YLOC ) × 1.25 × 0.01 × f . If both yields are 90%, and 20%
of reference LOC patterns fail, then the additional test time increases by 2.25%.

3.4.5 False fail reduction using launch delay test
The large current surge generated by simultaneously switching internal nodes can
cause supply voltage droop, i.e., temporary supply voltage drop, resulting from the
resistance of the supply network (also called IR-drop) and the inductive components
of the supply network (also called Ldi/dt-drop). After a current surge ends, the power
supply network will recover its intended value. By delaying the launch clock, the
supply network can recover from the voltage droop before the launch clock event;
hence, chips could operate faster than they would without idle cycles. The following
sub-sections discuss the impacts of idle cycles on 1) IR-drop, and 2) Ldi/dt-drop.
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Impact of idle cycles on IR-drop
The supply/ground network can be modeled by a simple lumped RLC circuit
[Vemuru 97, Tang 02], as illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Each logic gate would experience different Vdd and ground, depending on the
physical layout. When all the inverters in Figure 3.4 (b) make falling transitions on the
inputs simultaneously, the leftmost inverter would see the worst case voltage droop.
On the other hand, the rightmost inverter would experience the least amount of voltage
droop.

Figure 3.4 Simplified equivalent circuit for power/ground network

Previous studies presented analytical solutions to the supply network noise
problem [Vemuru 97, Tang 00, Srivastava 03, Qi 05]. In this dissertation, SPICE
simulations using a 0.13μm technology file were performed to explore the dynamic
behavior of this network.
Inverters were used as logic gates in the simulation. Simulations were performed
with the following circuit configurations.
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1.

Each inverter switches independently and drives capacitive load CL (see Figure
3.4 (b)).

2.

Each inverter chain consists of four inverters and switches independently. The
capacitive load of the last inverter in each chain is CL.

3.

Same as the second configuration, but each inverter chain consists of five inverters.

4.

Same as the second configuration, but each inverter chain consists of six inverters.
The total number of logic gates (inverters) was the same in all four configurations.

The ELF13 chip design contains 7.2 million logic gates. Considering that there are 300
power network grids, 24,000 logic gates are attached to a single power grid. We
assume that 24,000 logic gates make transitions equally between ones and zeros.
Therefore, a SPICE simulation is performed with 12,000 logic gates. The voltage
droop recovery time was measured from the onset of the input transition of logic gates
to the time when the supply voltage value recovered to the nominal value (100%
recovery). This recovery time can be different depending on the position of logic gates.
In this dissertation, the worst case recovery time was measured. In SPICE simulations,
R, L, and C values of the power grid model were set to equal to those of ground model.
Simulation parameters are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 Simulation conditions

R (ohms)
Simulation 1
Simulation 2
Simulation 3
Simulation 4
Simulation 5
Simulation 6
Simulation 7
Simulation 8
Simulation 9

5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15

L (pH)

C (pF)

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

CL (pF)

Number of logic
gates

10
10
10
100
100
100
200
200
200

12,000

Figure 3.5 shows the 100% recovery times for the four configurations, and the
95% recovery time (the amount of time required to recover 95% of the nominal value)
for Configuration 4, the one with the largest recovery time of the four configurations.
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The x-axis represents various simulation conditions and the y-axis represents
measured voltage droop recovery time. In the worst case, recovery time exceeds 150μs.
The 95% recovery time for Configuration 4 was about 140 μs, or 1,000 idle cycles.
160

> 150

Configuration 1 (100% recovery)

140

Configuration 2 (100% recovery)
Configuration 3 (100% recovery)

Recovery time (us)

120

Configuration 4 (100% recovery)
100

Configuration 4 (95% recovery)

80
60
40
20
0
R=5,
CL=10

R=10,
CL=10

R=15,
CL=10

R=5,
CL=100

R=10,
CL=100

R=15,
CL=100

R=5,
CL=200

R=10,
CL=200

R=15,
CL=200

Figure 3.5 Voltage droop recovery time

The simulation results in Figure 3.5 show that the supply network can take a long
time (longer than 1,000 idle cycles) to recover fully (even the 95% of recovery time
takes 1,000 idle cycle time). Test performed during that recovery period may well be
subject to overly strenuous conditions due to the power supply droop that limits the
speed performance.
Another data point related to IR-drop is the minVdd value, which is the minimum
supply voltage value at which a chip passes the test. Earlier work has demonstrated
that structural test patterns that cause less IR-drop make chips operate at a lower
supply voltage (hence, a smaller minVdd value) [Saxena 03]. Thus, the minVdd
measurements can serve as an indirect method to measure IR-drop, which is
impossible to measure directly due to the design constraints of the ELF13 test chip.
The reference LOC test set was used to measure the minVdd values. Figure 3.6 shows
the flow to measure minVdd values.
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Figure 3.6 MinVdd measurement

Note that the measured minVdd values are higher than the nominal Vdd because
those ELF13 test chips failed the reference LOC test, i.e., they need additional Vdd to
pass the reference LOC test.
The minVdd values were measured for the two groups of the ELF13 test chips (all
of which failed the reference LOC test): those that failed LOC-LD tests, called LD
failing chips, and those that passed LOC-LD tests, called LD passing chips. Figure 3.7
illustrates two distributions of minVdd values.
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100%

MinVdd ≥ 1.06 x Vdd
MinVdd < 1.06 x Vdd

23.5%

80%

60%
92.3%

40%

76.5%

20%
7.7%

0%
LD passing chips

LD failing chips

Figure 3.7 MinVdd distributions

As can be seen from Figure 3.7, more than 75% of the LD passing chips have
minVdd values of less than 1.06 of nominal Vdd (that is, less than 6% extra supply
voltage). On the other hand, more than 90% of the LD failing chips have minVdd
values greater than 1.06 of nominal Vdd (that is, greater than 6% extra supply voltage).
This shows that chips with small minVdd values are more likely to pass LD tests,
meaning that chips can pass the test because of the additional time allotted to recover
from IR-drop during LD tests. Conversely, the benefit of LD test is limited by the
maximum IR-drop for each chip because LD test does not supply additional Vdd: the
higher the minVdd (because of large IR-drop), the less likely a chip is to pass LD test
with a given number of idle cycles.
Chips that recover from IR-drop due to the idle cycle insertion can operate faster
than chips that would be tested using the reference test patterns. To assess the benefits
of the IR-drop recovery on the operating speed, the excess delay was measured for
each chip. The excess delay is the additional delay that causes a chip to fail LOC test.
The excess delay can be calculated using the following equation.
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Excess delay =

1
1
−
maximum operating frequency system frequency

The system frequency is the speed of a chip during functional operation. The
maximum operating frequency is the maximum frequency of a chip at which it passes
the reference LOC test. Figure 3.8 shows the excess delay distributions of the two
groups: the LD passing chips and the LD failing chips.

100%

5.9%

Excess delay ≥ 2ns
Excess delay < 2ns

80%

45.6%

60%
94.1%
40%
54.4%
20%

0%
LD passing chips

LD failing chips

Figure 3.8 Excess delay distributions
Figure 3.8 shows that LD tests are more effective in passing chips with small
excess delays: more than 90% of the LD passing chips have the excess delays smaller
than 2ns. These small excess delays can be reduced easily by recovering from IR-drop,
which can be achieved by inserting idle cycles. However, almost half (46%) of the LD
failing chips have excess delays greater than 2ns. As with minVdd, the size of the
excess delay is a good indicator of the likelihood of yield improvement by inserting
idle cycles to allow the power supply network to rebound from the IR-drop induced by
the process of applying a scan test.
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Impact of idle cycles on Ldi/dt-drop
One possible explanation for the observed data that more chips pass when extra idle
cycles are inserted is that these chips are defective, but are being under-tested in the
idle cycle environment. Earlier work demonstrated that the timing between the launch
clock and capture clock can be stretched by 15% during LOC test, called clock stretch
[Rearick 05]. Clock stretch may cause test escapes because chips are tested at a slower
speed than they would be without clock stretch, called under-testing. At first glance,
the idle cycle insertion would seem to exacerbate this problem because the idle time
increases the period of time the chip is quiescent, during which the currents from the
previous clock pulses vanish. Thus, the chip would experience larger current change
with idle time than it would without idle time, causing additional Ldi/dt-drop. To
resolve this issue, SPICE simulations were performed. Previous work provides
analysis of global clock distribution networks [Bailey 98, Restle 98, Gronowski 98,
Ismail 01, Restle 01, Chan 05]. In this dissertation, the SPICE simulation results that
modeled a clock generator, a power grid, and a lossy RLC transmission line are
presented. The clock generator was modeled using a 5-stage inverter chain with one
inverter replaced by a NAND gate, as illustrated in Figure 3.10. In order to include the
effect of the supply voltage noise, the power grid model shown in Figure 3.4 was used
in the clock generator. Effects of the inductance on the clock distribution tree were
modeled by a lossy RLC transmission line [Ismail 01]. Figure 3.9 presents the RLC
transmission line model used in the clock generator.
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Figure 3.9 RLC transmission line

Figure 3.10 Clock generator
In Figure 3.10, the enable signal initiates the clock pulses. When the enable signal
is 0, the output of the clock generator is 0. When the enable signal is 1, the NAND
gate acts as an inverter, and the clock generator generates the clock pulses.
During the simulations, the clock period was measured from the first clock pulse to
the second clock pulse after the idle time shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Timing diagram of clock stretching simulation
Table 3.5 presents simulation conditions for the lossy transmission line model of
the clock network [Ismail 01, Rabaey 03].

Simulation
1
2
3
4

Table 3.5 Simulation conditions
Total R_transmission Total L_transmission Total C_transmission
(ohms)
(nH)
(pF)
100
500
100
10
1,000
2,000

Figure 3.12 presents simulation results. In all 4 simulations, clock stretching
saturates after less than 90ns of idle time. In ELF13 LOC testing, the intrinsic idle
time measured from the last shift to the launch clock (with no idle cycles inserted) is
greater than 300ns. This implies that clock stretching is already saturated prior to the
idle cycle insertion, thus refutes the claim that the observed false fail reduction might
have been false due to under-testing exacerbated by the idle cycle insertion. In other
words, though the SPICE simulations indeed show that clock stretching is occurring, it
is occurring in the same amount between the reference LOC tests and the LOC-LD
tests, so any yield difference between these two tests is not due to the clock stretching.
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Figure 3.12 Clock period vs. idle time

3.5 False fail reduction using don’t-care bit assignments
3.5.1 Test setup
During test pattern generation, some bits are specified as logic-0 or logic-1 to
target faults, called care bits, and some bits are chosen arbitrarily, called don’t-care

bits. Previous work showed that only about 1 to 2% of the total bits in the test set are
care bits [Barnhart 01, Rajski 02, Volkerink 02, Volkerink 04, Wohl 03]. It is possible
to reduce the amount of switching power (and hence current and IR-drop) by
minimizing the switching activity during scan shifting. We can reduce the switching
activity of test patterns by filling the don’t-care bits differently. Two methods of
filling don’t-care bits were considered: 1) filling the don’t-care bits with the last care
bit (also called repeat-fill test patterns) [Volkerink 04, McCluskey 04a], and 2) filling
the don’t-care bits pseudo randomly (also called random-fill test pattern). We
collected empirical data on the ability of repeat-fill test patterns to minimize IR-dropinduced false fails. Although a repeat-fill test set has lower switching activity than a
random-fill test set does, a repeat-fill test set has a longer test set length than a
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random-fill test set does, because ATPG tools cannot make use of don’t-care bits for
the test set compaction. In the ELF13 design, the test set length of the repeat-fill test
set is prohibitively large if all faults of the ELF13 design are targeted. Note that
random-fill LOC test set has 25,909 patterns (see Table 2.4). Thus, the repeat-fill
patterns should be generated targeting reduced faults. Figure 3.13 presents the flow to
calculate the reduced faults to reduce the test set size. From the experiment test flow
(Table 2.3), we logged the failing cycles of the LOC test. Based on the failing cycles,
failing LOC test patterns were calculated. The reduced fault list contains the faults that
are detected by the failing LOC test patterns, but not detected by the passing LOC test
patterns. The number of reduced faults (DT_r) is 2.17% of the entire faults. We
generated two LOC test sets (targeting the reduced faults) using different don’t-care
bit assignments to measure the effect of power reduction on decreasing the number of
false fails.

Figure 3.13 Flowchart of reduced faults calculation
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Table 3.6 presents the statistics of the random-fill and repeat-fill test sets.

Table 3.6 Summary of LOC test sets
Transition fault
Test set
Test set length
coverage (%)
Random-fill LOC
94.42
3,219
Repeat-fill LOC
94.42
23,488

3.5.2 Experimental results
The repeat-fill and random-fill test sets shown in Table 3.6 were applied to the 88
false fails and 20 defective chips that are classified as rated-speed failures at hot
temperature only (see Table 2.9). Among them, 78 false fails and 12 defective chips
failed the random-fill LOC test set. Note that test sets were generated targeting
reduced faults, and the transition fault coverage is 94.42%. The ELF13 test chips that
failed random-fill test patterns (78 false fails and 12 defective chips) were retested
using repeat-fill test patterns. Table 3.7 presents the experimental results of the repeatfill LOC test sets on the chips that failed the random-fill LOC test set.

Table 3.7 Test results for repeat-fill LOC on the chips that failed random-fill
LOC
ELF13 test chips
Pass
Fail
Total
False fails
32
78
46
Defective chips
6
12
6
Bold entries in Table 3.7 presents the number of chips that failed the random-fill
LOC test set but passed the repeat-fill LOC test set. 58% of false fails (46 out of 78)
and 50% of defective chips (6 out of 12) passed the repeat-fill test. Hence, these
results confirm that using the repeat-fill scheme can bring about yield recovery by
reducing switching activity (58% false fail reduction). Unfortunately, this scheme
could also degrade the test quality (50% test escape increase).
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3.6 False fail reduction using shift speed reduction technique
Increasing the number of idle cycles certainly reduces the average power
consumption of a test set because the same test patterns are applied at the longer
period of time, i.e., increased test application time. A simple and easy method to
reduce the average power consumption is to reduce the shift speed. Note that this
method also increases overall test time due to the reduced shift speed. The
effectiveness of LD testing was measured by comparing test results between the LD
tests and the reference LOC test set applied with various shift speeds, as shown in
Table 3.8. The shift speeds of the reference LOC test were chosen such that the test
application times of the reference LOC test were equal to those of the LD test sets.
Although the power consumption during the shift of patterns can be reduced by
lowering the shift speed, it did not reduce false fails. Experimental results show that
inserting idle cycles is more effective in reducing false fails than reducing the shift
speed.

Shift
speed
7 MHz
6.77 MHz
6.56 MHz
6.37 MHz
6 MHz
5.27 MHz
5 MHz
4 MHz
3 MHz

Table 3.8 Test results on various shift speeds
Defective
False fails
Remarks
chips
Pass Fail Pass Fail
0
88
0
20 Original shift speed
0
88
0
20 Test time equivalent to 100 idle cycles
0
88
0
20 Test time equivalent to 200 idle cycles
0
88
0
20 Test time equivalent to 300 idle cycles
0
88
0
20 Test time equivalent to 500 idle cycles
0
88
0
20 Test time equivalent to 1,000 idle cycles
0
88
0
20 Test time longer than 1,000 idle cycles
0
88
0
20 Test time longer than 1,000 idle cycles
0
88
0
20 Test time longer than 1,000 idle cycles

3.7 False fails caused by switching activity
Test results shown in Table 3.7 suggest that 46 false fails that failed the randomfill test but passed the repeat-fill test are caused by the switching activity of test
patterns. In addition to the test results of don’t-care bit assignments, LD tests
identified false fails caused by the IR-drop during the application of structural test
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patterns. Figure 3.14 presents the breakdown of causes of false fails and the techniques
used to identify the causes.

Identified by LD test and
don't-care bit
assignments
11 (21.2%)

Identified by LD test only
6 (11.6%)
Others
36 (40%)

Switching activity
52 (59%)

Identified by don't-care
bit assignments only
35 (67.2%)

Figure 3.14 Breakdown – Causes of false fails and the identification

3.8 Summary and conclusions
The empirical data collected demonstrates that inserting idle cycles can reduce
false fails by 33% (17 out of 52 false fails caused by the switching activity of test
patterns) or 20% (including false fails by non-switching activity) without increasing
the number of test escapes. In addition, implementing LD test sets incurs no ATPG
overhead and the output of commercial ATPG tools can be easily manipulated to
insert idle cycles. However, test application time increases, which depends on the
yield and the number of inserted idle cycles (25% of additional test time in our
experiments).
This dissertation presents four data points to explain the yield improvements by
LD tests: 1) SPICE simulation results show that the amount of clock stretch is the
same between the reference LOC and the LD test patterns. Therefore, the false fail
reduction using LD tests is not attributed to the under-testing induced by clock stretch,
2) the yield improvements using LD tests depend on the position of idle cycles in
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reference to the scan enable transition event; the yield improves only when idle cycles
are inserted after the scan enable transition, but not before the scan enable transition.
This implies that chips are given time to recover from the IR-drop caused by the scan
enable transition rather than scan shifting, 3) the minVdd measurement results show
that chips with small minVdd (thus, small IR-drop) values are more likely to pass LD
tests, meaning the additional time allotted to recover from IR-drop during LD tests
improves yield, 4) 92% of the LD passing chips have excess delays smaller than 2ns,
while almost half (46%) of the LD failing chips have excess delays greater than 2ns,
which is another indicator of the likelihood of the yield improvement by inserting idle
time to allow the power supply network to rebound from the IR-drop induced by the
process of applying structural test patterns.
The effectiveness of LD tests is evaluated by comparing the numbers of false fail
reduction and test escape increase achieved by different power reduction techniques:
1) shift speed reduction and 2) different don’t-care bit filling schemes. Reducing the
shift speed can reduce the average power consumption during test. Despite this
method is simple and easy to reduce the average power consumption, our test results
show that it does not reduce false fails. False fails can be reduced by applying low
switching activity patterns such as repeat-fill test patterns. Although repeat-fill test
patterns can reduce false fails by 58% (46 out of 78), they also increase test escapes by
50% (6 out of 12).
False fails caused by the switching activity of test patterns were identified by the
test patterns with different don’t-care bit assignments and the LD tests. 59% (52 out of
88) false fails were caused by switching activity of test patterns. Among them, 33%
(17 out of 52) false fails can be reduced by LD tests.
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Chapter 4 Summary and Conclusions
This dissertation presents three issues regarding false fails: 1) how many false fails
are caused in the production test environment, 2) why false fails occur, and 3) how the
number of false fails can be reduced.
The 256 ELF13 test chips were used to identify false fails. Based on the initial
sample size and the test results of the ELF13 test chips, we estimated the number of
false fails per million chips (FFPM) induced by hot transition delay test. Our
experiments show that it would be in the interval between 238 FFPM and 401 FFPM.
In addition, this FFPM estimate is less than the FFPM induced by all structural tests in
the NVIDIA’s high volume production test flow.
The switching activity of test patterns was investigated as the cause of false fails.
Figure 4.1 shows the breakdown of causes of false fails.
Identified by LD test and
don't-care bit
assignments
11 (21.2%)

Identified by LD test only
6 (11.6%)
Others
36 (40%)

Switching activity
52 (59%)

Identified by don't-care
bit assignments only
35 (67.2%)

Figure 4.1 Causes of false fails
More than 50% (52 out of 88 false fails) of the false fail samples were caused by
the switching activity of test patterns. The switching activity of test patterns can cause
a temporary supply voltage drop, called voltage droop. This dissertation presents a
new technique that solves the voltage droop caused by switching activity. Resistive
and inductive components in the supply network can cause supply voltage droop
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during the application of structural test patterns. As a result, chips will operate at subnominal voltage and consequently function more slowly than they would without the
voltage droop, causing false fails. The launch delay (LD) test adds a delay after scan
shifting by inserting idle time. During idle time, chip’s power supply network is given
time to recover from the voltage droop induced by the switching activity of test
patterns. The presented technique was implemented by placing idle time at different
time locations during test to identify a root cause of voltage droop during scan-based
delay test. Experimental results show that switching a chip from scan to functional
mode causes voltage droop. In addition, experimental results show that with increased
idle time, more false fails can be eliminated.
Four data points are presented to explain the yield improvements by launch delay
tests. First, SPICE simulation shows that the clock stretch is already saturated prior to
the idle time insertion. Thus, inserting idle time does not cause additional clock stretch,
indicating that the observed false fail reduction is not attributable to under-testing
induced by clock stretch. Second, the yield improvements using LD tests depend on
the position of idle time in reference to the scan enable transition event. Our
experiments show that false fails can be reduced only when idle time is inserted after
the scan enable transition, implying that chips are given time to recover from the IRdrop caused by the scan enable transition. Third, the LD passing chips have smaller
minVdd values compared to the LD failing chips, whose minVdd values can be a good
indicator of IR-drop, implying that LD tests improve yields by helping to recover from

IR-drop. Finally, 92% of the LD passing chips have excess delays smaller than 2ns,
while almost half (46%) of the LD failing chips have excess delays greater than 2ns,
which is another indicator of the likelihood of the yield improvement by inserting idle
time to allow the power supply network to rebound from the IR-drop induced by the
process of applying structural test patterns.
A reduction in false fails of 33% (17 out of 52 false fails caused by the switching
activity of test patterns) was achieved without increasing the number of test escapes.
In addition, implementing LD test sets incurs no ATPG overhead and the output of
commercial ATPG tools can be easily manipulated to insert idle time. However, test
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application time increases (25% of additional test time in our experiments), though
this can be further reduced depending on the yield, test flows, and the amount of
inserted idle time. As a result of an increased test application time, LD test sets
reduces the average power consumption during the application of test patterns. In our
experiments, a maximum reduction in the average power consumption of 24% was
achieved.
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Abstract
Chips that produce correct results under operating conditions (good chips) may fail
structural tests applied via scan chains (also called overkill chips or false fails). In a

System Level Test (SLT), a chip is inserted in an actual system and tested whether it
produces correct outputs in a system. We applied various structural tests as well as
SLT to test chips fabricated with 0.14μm and 0.13μm technology, and identified
potential overkills. Based on the structural and system level test results, we classified
the test chips into two categories: chips that fail structural tests but pass system level
test (also called FP devices) and chips that fail both structural tests and system level
test (also called FF devices). We observed that FP and FF devices fail at different scan
cells and logic design blocks. We investigated if there are design problems that cause
FP devices to fail at the same logic design blocks or the same scan cells. We have not
found any experimental evidence of such design problems yet.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Chips that produce correct results under operating conditions (good chips) may fail
structural tests applied via scan chains (also called overkill chips or false fails). There
are three main sources of false fails: multi-cycle path, long false path, and excessive
switching activities.
1. A multi-cycle path is a path that requires two or more clock cycles to propagate
a response and to capture the response at the scan chain flip-flops [Saxena 02].
During normal operations, it is guaranteed by design that the contents of the
destination flip-flops of multi-cycle paths are sampled only at appropriate
times. However, in test mode, the destination flip-flops of multi-cycle paths
may be sampled at incorrect times. Therefore, the multi-cycle paths may cause
false fails.
2. A false path is a path that cannot be sensitized during normal operation. A path
that can be sensitized during normal operation is called a valid path. A false
path whose delay is greater than the system clock period is called a long false

path. In scan-based transition fault test, some test patterns could sensitize long
false paths. Under such circumstances, transitions propagated along the long
false paths are not guaranteed to be captured at the destination flip-flop
correctly because the test is applied with the system clock whose period is
smaller than the delay of long false paths [Kim 03]. Therefore, long false paths
may cause false fails.
3. In many cases, power consumption during the test mode is higher than during
functional operation [Saxena 01]. In addition, the switching activity of test
pattern could affect their defect detection capability [Millman 88, Saxena 03].
Therefore, a good chip could fail structural test depending on switching
activity. Hence, the optimum switching activity of structural test patterns
should be determined to minimize false fails.
In this report, we characterize the behaviors of false fails by examining the
potential defect locations and positions at which erroneous bits are captured. If
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specific flip-flops capture erroneous bits (also called erroneous flip-flops) repeatedly
in many chips, one can predict false fails by examining the scan flip-flops that capture
erroneous bits. Under such circumstances, false fails can be reduced by ignoring
erroneous bits captured at those flip-flops (also called masking). Furthermore, if
defective chips do not fail at those masked flip-flops, this masking technique would
not cause additional test escapes because the masked flip-flops do not contribute to the
detection of defective chips. Thus, two behaviors of erroneous flip-flops are examined
in this report: 1) is there an erroneous flip-flop that appears repeatedly in many false
fails, and 2) are the erroneous flip-flops from false fails different from the erroneous
flip-flops from defective chips. By examining those behaviors, we discuss 1) if the
masking technique is effective in reducing false fails, and 2) if there is any design
problem that causes false fails. This design problem is further examined by comparing
the potential defect locations. The potential defect locations of false fails are compared
to those of defective chips.
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Chapter 2 Test chips
2.1 Test chips
This section presents test chip samples used in the experiments. Table A.2.1.1
presents the characteristics of the test chip.

Test chip
ELF14

Table A.2.1.1 Characteristics of test chips
Feature
Number Number Number
Number of
size of the
of logic of Flip- of Clock
I/Os
Technology
gates
Flops Domains
3.8
NA
>10
>100
0.14μm
million

ELF14 is a graphics processor fabricated with 0.14μm technology.

2.2 Test flow
In this section, we will explain how test chips were collected and what tests were
applied to them. The production test flow is used to collect the test chip samples. After
collecting the samples, we applied various tests according to the experiment test flow.

2.2.1 Production test flow
Figure A.2.0.1 presents the ELF14 production test flow.
NVIDIA selected 27 chips using their production test flow. Launch-On-Capture
transition test patterns were applied to the test chips. Launch-On-Capture (LOC)
transition test patterns force the scan enable signal to low after the scan chain data is
shifted into the scan flip-flops. Subsequently, the system clock is applied twice to
launch logic values and capture the response of the chip. NVIDIA’s production test
patterns were used in the production test flow
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All ELF14
chips

SSF test
@ 25°C

Fail

Pass
LOC transition
test @ 25°C

27
ELF14
chips

Fail

Not
included in
samples

Pass

Figure A.2.0.1 ELF14 Production test flow

2.2.2 Experiment test flow
Figure A.2.0.2 presents the ELF14 production test flow.

Figure A.2.0.2 Experiment test flow
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We tested 27 ELF14 chips according to the experiment test flow given in Figure
A.2.0.2. The SSF test set in the experiment test flow has a higher SSF fault coverage
than the production SSF test set, while the same LOC transition delay test set is used
in both the production and experiment test flows. Table A.2.2 presents the test sets
applied to the ELF14 chips in the experiment test flow (NVIDIA does not allow
publishing the test set length and fault coverage of the LOC transition delay test set).

Table A.2.2 Structural test sets for ELF14 experiment test flow
Test set
Number of test patterns
Fault coverage (%)
LOC
NA
NA
SSF
3,734
96.89 (transition fault coverage)
Functional test patterns were generated based on the functional description of the
test chip design, and they were applied to 27 ELF14 chips. In a System Level Test
(SLT), a chip is inserted in an actual system, and verifies the functionality by running
application programs. The temperature controller sets the temperature of a chip at
room temperature (25°C) during structural tests and functional test, while the
temperature controller is unavailable for SLT. Therefore, the temperature of a chip
during SLT is determined by the system temperature, i.e., the temperature of a system
in which a chip is inserted.

2.3 Test chip classification
Test escape
Various structural test sets as well as system level test are applied to our test chips.
A chip that passes all the structural tests but fails either system level test or functional
test or both is called a structural test escape.

Rated-speed failure
A chip that passes slow speed test but fails nominal speed LOC transition delay
test is called a rated-speed failure. In ELF14, SSF test is a slow speed test.
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Slow-speed failure
A chip that fails one or more slow speed tests is called a slow-speed failure.

False fails
A good chip that functions correctly in a system but fails structural test is called a

false fail. In this dissertation, two tests – system level test and functional test – were
applied to test if chips function correctly in a system. A chip that failed any of the two
tests is considered to malfunction in a system because both tests test the functionality
of a chip. Thus, a chip that passes both system level test and functional test, but fails
structural tests is classified as a false fail. We assume SLT and functional test are
correct, so chips that pass SLT and functional test work correctly under operating
conditions.

2.4 Results of test chip classification
Table A. presents the classification of the ELF14 test chips. For the remaining
chapters, experiments were conducted on 21 rated-speed failures (13 false fails and 8
defective chips).

Table A.2.3 ELF14 test chip classification
False fail
Category
Yes
No
Structural test escape (TE)
0
0
Rated-speed failure
13
8
Slow-speed failure
2
4
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Total
0
21
6

Chapter 3 Potential causes of false fails
In the following sections, we investigate erroneous scan cells and failing design
blocks of FP and FF devices. We also investigate if there are design problems that
cause false fails candidates to fail at the same logic design blocks or the same scan
cells.

3.1 Preliminaries
Chip testing is done by 1) applying input stimulus to chips, 2) measuring chip
responses, and 3) comparing measured responses with pre-calculated error-free
responses. The responses of a chip to the input stimulus are often captured at scan flipflops (or scan cells). These responses are shifted out through scan chains and
compared with the error-free responses. Any captured bit that is different from the
error-free response causes a failure (also called an erroneous bit). By logging the

failing cycles, which contain one or more erroneous bits, the scan cells that capture the
erroneous bits can be identified (also called erroneous scan cells). An erroneous scan
cell can capture erroneous bits from 1) false fails only, 2) defective chips only, and 3)
both false fails and defective chips. Further definitions of erroneous scan cells are
explained using the example test results given in Table A.3.1.

Table A.3.1 Example of test results
Chip
Erroneous scan cell ID
Chip 1
1, 2
False fail
Chip 2
2
Defective chip
Chip 3
2, 3
According to Table A.3.1, chip 1 and 2 are false fails, and chip 3 is defective chip.
Let’s further assume the erroneous scan cells of these three chips were identified as
given in Table A.3.1.

Definition 2.2.1 (FF erroneous scan cell, DC erroneous scan cell, and Common
erroneous scan cell): An FF erroneous scan cell is defined as the erroneous scan cell
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that captures erroneous bits from a false fail. The FF in this definition stands for False
Fail. A DC erroneous scan cell is defined as the erroneous scan cell that captures
erroneous bits from a defective chip. The DC in this definition stands for Defective
Chip. An erroneous scan cell can capture erroneous bits both from a false fail and a
defective chip. Such an erroneous scan cell is defined as the Common erroneous scan

cell.
Example 2.2.1: The scan cells 1 and 2 are FF erroneous scan cells because they
capture the erroneous bits of chip 1 and 2, which are false fails. The scan cells 2 and 3
are DC erroneous scan cells because they capture the erroneous bits of chip 3, which is
a defective chip. Note that the scan cell 2 captures the erroneous bits of false fails and
a defective chip. Thus, the scan cell 2 is a Common erroneous scan cell.

Definition 2.2.2 (FF only erroneous scan cell, DC only erroneous scan cell): An
erroneous scan cell that captures erroneous bits from only false fails is called an FF

only erroneous scan cell. An FF only erroneous scan cell is also an FF erroneous scan
cell, but is not a Common erroneous scan cell. Thus, FF only and Common erroneous
scan cells are mutually exclusive. An erroneous scan cell that captures erroneous bits
from only defective chips is called a DC only erroneous scan cell. A DC only
erroneous scan cell is also a DC erroneous scan cell, but is not a Common erroneous
scan cell. Thus, DC only and Common erroneous scan cells are mutually exclusive.

Example 2.2.2: The scan cell 1 is an FF only erroneous scan cell because it captures
the erroneous bits of a false fail (chip 1), but does not capture the erroneous bits of a
defective chip. The scan cell 3 is a DC only erroneous scan cell because it captures the
erroneous bits of a defective chip (chip 3), but does not capture the erroneous bits of
false fails.

3.2 Experimental results on scan cell comparisons
3.2.1 Scan cell comparisons between false fails and defective chips
Erroneous scan cells from 21 ELF14 rated-speed failures (see Table A.2.3) were
collected. Among these 21 chips, 13 chips are false fails and 8 chips are defective
chips. To collect all possible erroneous scan cells, all LOC test patterns were applied
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(test did not stop on the first failure). Figure A.3.1 presents the comparison of the
number of erroneous scan cells for ELF14 chips.

Figure A.3.1 Comparison of the number of erroneous scan cells for ELF14
As can be seen from Figure A.3.1, only 1.6% (2 out of 123) erroneous scan cells
are Common erroneous scan cells. This implies that the erroneous scan cells collected
from false fails are different from those collected from defective chips. Similar
experiments were made using ELF13 chips to examine if this trend can be found in
other chip design.
Erroneous scan cells from 108 ELF13 rated-speed failures were collected. Among
these 108 chips, 88 chips are false fails and 20 chips are defective chips. Figure A.3.2
presents the comparison of the number of erroneous scan cells for ELF13 chips.

Figure A.3.2 Comparison of the number of erroneous scan cells for ELF13
Same trend can be found in ELF13 chips. In ELF13 experiments, no Common
erroneous scan cells were found.
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3.2.2 Masking erroneous scan cells
Experimental results observed on the previous section prompted the masking
technique to reduce false fails. This technique ignores (or masks) the responses
captured at certain erroneous scan cells, i.e., these responses are not compared to the
pre-calculated error-free responses. Thus, they do not cause any failure during
structural test. However, this technique may cause additional test escapes because
some responses are ignored. Note that Common erroneous scan cells capture
erroneous bits from both false fails and defective chips; hence, masking the Common
erroneous scan cells may result in test escape increase. At first glance, the masking
technique seems to be effective in reducing false fails because there are few Common
erroneous scan cells (1.6% in ELF14 chips and zero in ELF13 chips). False fails can
be reduced by masking the FF only erroneous scan cells. This would not cause
additional test escapes because the masked scan cells do not contribute to detect
defective chips. False fails can be further reduced by additionally masking the
Common erroneous scan cells. However, this additional masking may result in test
escape increase because the masked Common erroneous scan cells contribute to detect
defective chips. Table A.3.2 shows how many false fails can be reduced by selectively
masking erroneous scan cells.

Chip
design
ELF14
ELF13

Table A.3.2 Masking erroneous scan cells
Masked erroneous
False fail reduction Test escape increase
scan cells
FF only
12 (92%)
0 (0%)
FF only + Common
13 (100%)
1 (12.5%)
FF only
88 (100%)
0 (0%)
FF only + Common
88 (100%)
0 (0%)

According to the results from Table A.3.2, the masking technique works well to
reduce false fails. However, for the successful application of this technique in a
production test environment, we need to know which scan cells are to be masked
beforehand. If the scan cells to be masked cannot be identified in advance, the
masking technique may not be effective. By testing the small fraction of false fails and
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defective chips, FF only and Common erroneous scan cells can be identified, which
can be masked in the application of this technique. However, for this procedure to be
effective, these scan cells should capture erroneous bits from the other false fails, i.e.,
some scan cells should capture erroneous bits from many different chips. To verify
this, experiments on scan cell comparison between false fails were performed.

3.2.3 Scan cell comparisons between false fails
Erroneous scan cells collected from the 13 ELF14 false fails and the 88 ELF13
false fails were examined to find out if they failed at the same scan cells. Figure
A.3.3 presents the erroneous scan cell distribution of ELF14 false fails.
120

Erroneous scan cell ID

100
80
60
40
20
0
0
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Figure A.3.3 Erroneous scan cell distribution of false fails – ELF14
The x-axis represents ELF14 false fails (13 chips). The y-axis represents the
erroneous scan cells numbered from 0 to 101, a numbering which corresponds to 102
unique erroneous scan cells (see Figure A.3.1). Thus, each data point represents which
erroneous scan cell (read from the y-axis) detects which false fail (read from the xaxis). For example, chip 1 has the erroneous scan cell ID 61 (the leftmost diamond in
Figure A.3.3). As can be seen from Figure A.3.3, erroneous scan cells are randomly
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distributed over false fails. This implies that there is no single erroneous scan cell that
detects many false fails. Figure A.3.4 presents the histogram of the number of
detection where the number of detection is defined as the number of chips that are
detected by the erroneous scan cell. For example, in Table A.3.1, the number of
detection for the scan cell 1 and 3 are one because they detect only one chip. On the
other hand, the number of detection for the scan cell 2 is three because it detects three
chips.
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Figure A.3.4 Histogram of the number of detection – ELF14
Note that there are 102 erroneous scan cells collected from the ELF14 false fails.
As can be seen from Figure A.3.5, 94% (96 out of 102) of the erroneous scan cells
detect only one false fail (the number of detection is one). Only 6% (6 out of 102) of
the erroneous scan cells detect two false fails, which is the maximum number of
detection. No erroneous scan cells can detect more than three false fails.
Similar data are presented for ELF13 false fails. Figure A.3.5 presents the
erroneous scan cell distribution of ELF13 false fails (88 chips).
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Figure A.3.5 Erroneous scan cell distribution of false fails – ELF14
The random distribution of the erroneous scan cells is observed in ELF13 chips,
which is similar to the case of ELF14 chips. The histogram of the number of detection
in ELF13 chips is given in Figure A.3.6.
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Figure A.3.6 Histogram of the number of detection – ELF13
Again, the same trend can be found from Figure A.3.6. Among 500 erroneous scan
cells collected from the 88 ELF13 false fails, 99% (495 out of 500) of them detect
only one false fail. Only 1% (5 out of 500) of the erroneous scan cells detect two false
fails. No erroneous scan cell detects more than 3 false fails.
From the above experimental results, we can draw the following conclusions.
There is no scan cell that captures the erroneous bits repeatedly from many false
fails and each false fail has its own erroneous scan cells that do not cause failures of
other false fails. Thus, in the application of the masking technique, it is hard to
identify the scan cells to be masked by testing the subset of the false fail samples;
hence, the masking technique may not be effective in reducing false fails. Secondly,
the observations of the experimental results imply that there could be little design
problems in regards to the cause of false fails, which cause many false fails fail at the
same scan cell. Design issues regarding the cause of false fails are further examined in
the following section.
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3.3 Experimental results on design block comparisons
This section provides the experimental results on design block comparisons. The
logical design blocks that may cause failures were identified from false fails and
defective chips. Those design blocks identified from false fails were compared to
those identified from defective chips. In the second experiment, the comparisons of
the design blocks were made between false fails to examine if the design blocks
collected from false fails appear repeatedly across many false fails. From those
experiments, we discuss design issues in regard to the cause of false fails.

3.3.1 Design block comparison between false fails and defective
chips
A physical defect in a chip is often modeled as a fault. For example, a signal line
connected Vdd (ground) due to the presence of a defect has a logic 1 (0) value
regardless of the logic values driving that signal line. This defect can be modeled as a
single stuck-at fault. Resistive open in a signal line can cause a propagation delay,
which can result in timing failure. This defect can be modeled as a transition delay
fault or a path delay fault. In the following experiments, we identify faults that could
cause a chip to fail structural test (also called candidate faults). The candidate faults
obtained from false fails are compared to those obtained from defective chips.
Experiments were conducted on 108 ELF13 rated-speed. Figure A.3.7 presents the
flow to calculate the candidate faults.
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Figure A.3.7 Flow to obtain candidate faults
Many commercial ATPG tools provide diagnostic capability to obtain candidate
faults. They can calculate the candidate faults based on the failing patterns and
erroneous scan cells collected from an ATE. FF candidate faults are the candidate
faults collected from false fails, where FF stands for False Fail. Candidate faults
collected from defective chips are called DC candidate faults, where DC stands for
Defective Chip. Common candidate faults are the candidate faults obtained from both
false fails and defective chips. 4,334 FF candidate faults were collected from 88 false
fails, and 732 DC candidate faults were collected from 20 defective chips. No
Common candidate faults were found. These results are consistent with the results of
the erroneous scan cell comparisons: no Common erroneous scan cells were found.
Chip design consists of several design blocks, a design block which consists of
many sub-design blocks. Figure A.3.8 illustrates the hierarchical levels of design
blocks.
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Figure A.3.8 Design level – example
Each rectangle represents a design block. The labels at the upper left corner of
each rectangle represent the names of the design blocks. For example, the TOP block
is the top level design block of an example chip. The TOP block consists of two subdesign blocks (A and B), which are the design blocks at the first hierarchical level.
The design blocks at the first hierarchical level contain the sub-design blocks of the
second hierarchical level, which are a_1, a_2, b_1, and b_2.
A design block that contains candidate faults is called a failing design block. An

FF failing design block is a failing design block that contains FF candidate faults.
Let’s assume that two circles (P and Q) in the sub-block A represent FF candidate
faults: those faults may cause failures of false fails. The design block A (and a_1) is an
FF failing design block at the first level because it contains FF candidate faults, P and
Q. By the same manner, the design block a_1 is also an FF failing design block at the
second level. In this way, failing design blocks can be defined at each hierarchical
design level. Similarly, a DC failing design block is a failing design block that
contains DC candidate faults. Let’s assume that four Xs (W, X, Y, and Z) in the subblock A and B represent DC candidate faults: those faults may cause failures of
defective chips. The design blocks A and B are DC failing design blocks at the first
level because they contain DC candidate faults (W, X, Y, and Z). But, the design
block A also contains FF candidate faults (P and Q). Thus, the design block A can be
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an FF failing design block as well as a DC failing design block. Such a design block is
called a Common failing design block: a failing design block that contains both FF and
DC candidate faults. The design block A is a Common failing design block at the first
level because it contains FF candidate faults (P and Q) and a DC candidate fault (W).
Table A.3.3 summarizes the design blocks of an example chip according to the
hierarchical design levels.

Table A.3.3 Candidate faults comparison vs. design level – example
Design Names of design
FF failing
DC failing
Common failing
level
block considered design blocks design blocks
design blocks
0
TOP
TOP
TOP
TOP
1
A, B
A
A, B
A
2
a_1, a_2, b_1, b_2
a_1
a_2, b_1, b_2
None
The second column in Table A.3.3 shows the names of the design block that are
considered at the specific design level. For example, at the top design level, all the
sub-blocks are included in the TOP block. Thus, only the TOP block is considered at
the top level. The TOP block contains two sub-blocks (A and B), which are considered
at the next level (first level). As the design level goes deeper, more design blocks need
to be considered. Design block comparisons as explained in Table A.3.3 (as an
example) were performed for ELF13 chips. The results of the failing design blocks are
presented in Table A.3.4.

Design
level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table A.3.4 Failing design block comparisons
Number of FF
Number of DC
Number of
Total number of
failing design
failing design
Common failing
failing design
blocks
blocks
design blocks
block
11 (44%)
8 (32%)
6 (24%)
25
176 (81.1%)
35 (16.1%)
6 (2.8%)
217
191 (79.6%)
41 (17.1%)
8 (3.3%)
240
209 (79.8%)
45 (17.2%)
8 (3.1%)
262
336 (84.6%)
51 (12.8%)
10 (2.5%)
397
1,019 (91%)
94 (8.4%)
7 (0.6%)
1,120
2,119 (87.3%)
306 (12.6%)
2 (0.1%)
2,427
3,168 (86.1%)
511 (13.9%)
0 (0%)
3,679
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ELF13 has more than 15 design levels. Table A.3.4 shows that there are no failing
design blocks associated with both FF and DC devices from the 8th design level. The
experimental results are consistent with the results from erroneous scan cell
comparisons. Erroneous bits of false fails and defective chips come from different
design blocks that do not share in common after 7th design level. These erroneous bits
originated from different design blocks are captured at the erroneous scan cells that are
different between FF and DC erroneous scan cells.

3.3.2 Design block comparison between false fails
In this section, comparisons of failing design blocks between false fails were
performed in order to find if there is any design issue that causes false fails to fail at
the specific design blocks. The number of detection of a failing design block is defined
as the number of chips which contains that failing design block. It shows how many
chips can cause failures due to the same design block. A failing design block with
single-detection refers to the failing design block, whose number of detection is one,
i.e., only one chip can cause failures due to that design block. A failing design block
with multiple-detection refers to the failing design block, whose number of detection is
two or more. Thus, this failing design block can cause two or more chips to fail test.
Table A.3.5 presents how many failings design blocks come from how many different
false fails according to the design levels.

Table A.3.5 Failing design block comparison among FP devices – ELF13
Design
Number of failing design
Number of failing design
level
blocks with single-detection
blocks with multiple-detection
1
1 (9.1%)
10 (90.9%)
2
153 (86.9%)
23 (13.1%)
3
165 (86.4%)
26 (13.6%)
4
179 (85.6%)
30 (14.4%)
5
295 (87.8%)
41 (12.2%)
6
990 (97.2%)
29 (2.8%)
7
2,092 (98.7%)
27 (1.3%)
8
3,139 (99.1%)
29 (0.9%)
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Except the first design level, less than 15% of the failing design blocks are
multiple-detection failing design blocks, i.e., they are repeatedly observed from more
than two different false fails. More than 80% of the failing design blocks can cause
failures in one false fail. Observations made from the failing design block comparisons
and erroneous scan cell comparisons imply that there could be little design issues or
systematic defects that cause false fails to fail at the same scan cells and design blocks.
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Chapter 4 Summary and conclusions
Failing behaviors of false fails and defective chips are presented by examining the
erroneous scan cells and the potential defect locations. Experimental results show that
only few erroneous scan cells can capture erroneous bits from both false fails and
defective chips: 1.6% (2 out of 123) in ELF14 and 0% (0 out of 500) in ELF13. Thus,
the masking technique, which ignores the responses captured at certain scan cells, can
reduce false fails without compromising the test quality. However, according to our
experimental results, it is hard to predict which scan cells are to be masked because
the erroneous scan cells do not appear repeatedly across many chips. Hence, the
masking technique may not be effective to reduce false fails.
We also examined potential defect locations to see whether there are systematic
defects or design issues that cause false fails. The number of Common failing design
blocks is decreasing as the deeper design level is considered, and no Common failing
design blocks are found from the 8th design level. In addition, failing design blocks do
not appear repeatedly across chips. Experiments on the failing behavior
characterization suggest that there could be little design problems and systematic
defects that cause false fails.
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Abstract
Chips that produce correct results under operating conditions are called good chips.
Some good chips may fail structural tests applied via scan chains (also called overkill

chips). Causes of overkill occurrence include 1) multi-cycle paths and 2) false paths.
This report investigates various causes of the occurrence of overkill. Experiments
were conducted on industrial chip designs manufactured in 0.13μm technology.
Overkill due to various causes are quantified and presented.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Chips that produce correct results under operating conditions (also called good

chips) may fail structural tests applied via scan chains (also called overkill). There are
three main sources of overkill: multi-cycle paths, long false paths, and excessive
switching activities.
1.

A multi-cycle path is a path that requires two or more clock cycles to propagate a

response and to capture it at the scan flip-flops [Saxena 02].

When a chip operates in

a system, values propagated through multi-cycle paths are captured at the correct
cycles, which are defined by design specifications. However, ATPG tools may
generate test patterns without knowing the timing constraints of multi-cycle paths
given by design specifications. Therefore, in test mode, the destination flip-flops of
multi-cycle paths may capture the responses of a chip at incorrect times. In this case, a
chip working in a system may fail structural test.
2.

A false path is a path that cannot be sensitized during normal operation. In scan-

based test pattern generation, sequential elements are connected to each other and
form a chain to load the desired values and observe responses easily. This scan
structure helps to achieve high fault coverage with fewer test patterns. However, the
scan structure may load illegal states which cannot be reached during the normal
operation. Illegal states loaded through scan chains may sensitize and test false paths.
In this case, overkill could happen.
3.

Excessive switching activity of test patterns may also cause overkill. Temporary

supply voltage drop (also called voltage droop) due to the resistance of power-ground
network is called IR-drop [Saxena 03]. This happens when large current flows in a
chip. When scanning in test vectors, large amount of nodes toggle at the same time.
This may result in current spikes which are usually higher than the currents during
functional operation. As a result of current spikes, power supply voltage could drop
below the normal operation range. This fluctuation of power supply voltage degrades
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the speed of a CUT. Therefore, a good chip could fail the structural test depending on
the amount of switching activity of test patterns [Saxena 03].

1.2 Outline
This report is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 presents the experimental results on false paths.
Chapter 3 presents the experimental results on multi-cycle paths.
This report concludes with Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2 False Paths Experiments
2.1 Introduction
Due to the large number of flip-flops in current chip designs, it is hard to apply
desired inputs to internal nodes (also called controllability) and propagate the fault
effects to observable outputs (also called observability). To enhance the controllability
and observability, a scan chain structure is widely used. In the scan chain structure,
each flip-flop is replaced with the scan flip-flop: a flip-flop with a mux attached in
front of the flip-flop input. A scan flip-flop can get input values either from
combinational logics (normal mode) or from the output of the previous scan flip-flop
(scan mode). A scan enable signal, which selects the mux inputs, determines the
operation modes of scan flip-flops. During the scan mode, scan flip-flops are
connected to form a scan chain, and test patterns are loaded through the scan chain.
After that, a chip is switched to the normal mode and system clocks are applied to
capture responses from combinational logics. Captured responses are easily observed
by switching to the scan mode, followed by shifting out the responses.
Due to the enhanced access to sequential elements, ATPG effort can be reduced
significantly. However, this scan chain structure enables us to load a set of values to
sequential elements, to which a chip cannot reach during normal operation. This may
pose the problem of testing a path that cannot be sensitized during functional operation
(also called a false path sensitization). Testing a false path can result in false fails.
Figure B.2.1 illustrates how a false path can be testable with a scan structure
[Chakraborty 97].
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Figure B.2.1 False path – example
Let’s consider a path from the FF1 to the output. To test the falling transition on
the upper input of the NOR gate (which is connected to the FF1), we need to make a
falling transition on that node, and this transition should be propagated to the output.
Without the scan structure, this transition is blocked at the AND gate because the
lower input of the AND gate is 0 (see Figure B.2.1 (a)). If all three flip-flops are
connected due to the scan structure, which is shown in Figure B.2.1 (b) (muxes are not
shown for simplicity), this path becomes testable. Any defect on this path would not
cause a failure during normal operation because this path cannot be used during
normal operation. Thus, if there is a defect on this path, any structural test that tests
this path would result in a false fail.
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2.2 Previous work
Previous work presents algorithms to identify false paths [Chakraborty 97, Raimi
98, Bhadra 00, Zeng 01]. In [Vorisek 06], authors present ATPG algorithms that avoid
testing of false paths. Although they presented methods to prevent false path from
being tested, they did not provide how false paths actually affect structural test results
and how many false fails can be caused by false path sensitization. In this report, we
provide the experimental procedures to identify false paths and quantify false fails due
to false path sensitization.

2.3 Experimental procedures to identify false fails due to false
path sensitization
Two steps are required to identify false fails due to false path sensitization: the
failing path identification and the false path identification. A path that causes a chip to
fail structural test is called a failing path. Once failing paths are identified, we need to
identify false paths among them. Figure B.2.2 presents the flow to identify false fails
caused by false path sensitization.

False fail chips

Identify
failing paths

Are they all
false paths?

No

False fail due to other
causes

Yes
False fail due to false path
sensitization

Figure B.2.2 Identifying false fails due to false path sensitization
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A brute force method to identify failing paths is to generate test patterns testing all
paths in a chip design and test false fails. Despite it seems to be easy and simple, this
approach is impractical due to the large number of paths in the ELF13 chip design.
Thus, it is required to select subset of paths to be tested. In this report, paths that
caused a failure by LOC test were selected. The following section explains the path
selection criteria in detail. Section 2.5 presents the path delay test results.
A commercial Statistical Timing Analysis (STA) tool was used to identify false
paths. Section 2.6 presents the results of the false path identification and the
identification of false fails due to false path sensitization.

2.4 Path selection
Path sensitization
A delay defect in a circuit is often modeled as a transition fault or a path delay
fault. In a transition fault model, a delay defect is modeled at the inputs and outputs of
logic gates. Hence, transition delay fault test patterns make transitions on the inputs
and outputs of logic gates and propagate the effect to observable outputs. In a path

delay fault model, a delay defect is assumed to be distributed over a path. Therefore,
path delay test patterns make transitions on the starting node of a path and propagate
the effect through a path. If the accumulated propagation delay of this path is larger
than the design specification, it is assumed to be a defective chip.
A path is the series connection of the combinational logic gates in a netlist. A full

path is the series connection of the combinational logic gates starting from one flipflop (also called a starting flip-flop) and ending at another flip-flop (also called a

destination flip-flop). Except the logic gates with one input such as an inverter, the
logic gates on a path have two kinds of inputs: an on-path input and an off-path input.
An on-path input is an input of the combinational logic gate on a path through which
the transition is propagated. An off-path input is an input of the combinational logic
gate on a path which is not an on-path input. Figure B.2.3 illustrates a path in a circuit.
Upper inputs of three logic gates are on-path inputs, and lower inputs of three logic
gates are off-path inputs.
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Figure B.2.3 Example of a path
A path is sensitized if a transition at the starting flip-flop is propagated to the
destination flip-flop. A path is robustly testable if a path can be tested independent of
the presence of other delay defects. If a path delay fault detection depends on the
presence of other delay defects, this path is non-robustly testable. A path is robustly

sensitized if it is robustly testable. A path is non-robustly sensitized if it is nonrobustly testable but not robustly testable. Table B.2.1 presents the sensitization
conditions for off-path inputs.

Table B.2.1 Path sensitization conditions
Off-path inputs
Sensitization condition
Robust
Non-robust
On-path transition
Rising
Falling
Rising
Falling
AND gate
X1
S1
X1
X1
OR gate
S0
X0
X0
X0
XOR gate1
S0 (S1)
S0 (S1)
X0 (X1)
X0 (X1)
MUX (off-path select input, onS0
S0
X0
X0
path data0 input)
MUX (off-path select input, onS1
S1
X1
X1
path data1 input)
MUX2(off-path data input, onS0, X1
X0, S1
X0, X1
X0, X1
path select input)
(S1, X0) (X1, S0)
(X1, X0)
(X1, X0)

1

Off-path values with rising output transition. Values in parenthesis for falling output

transition.
2

Off-path values with rising output transition. Values in parenthesis for falling output

transition.
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In Table B.2.1, S0 (S1) means that value on the input stays 1 (0) during a pair of
test vectors. X1 (X0) means that the initial value on the input is don’t-care but the final
value is 1 (0).

Sensitized paths by LOC test patterns
A transition delay fault on a node is detected if a transition delay test pattern
makes the transition on that node and propagates its effect to an observable output. A
path that propagates the transition to the observable output is the sensitized path by the
transition delay test pattern. The sensitization conditions for a transition delay fault are
the same as given in Table B.2.1. In calculating the sensitized paths by LOC test
patterns, we need to consider not only full paths but also the paths whose transitions
starting from a combinational logic gate, i.e., sensitized paths by LOC test patterns do
not necessarily start from a flip-flop. This will be further explained in Figure B.2.4. A

partial path is the series connection of the combinational logic gates starting from an
input or an output of a combinational logic gate and ending at a flip-fop. Figure B.2.4
illustrates two cases of the sensitized paths.

Figure B.2.4 Sensitized path – example
A rising transition at the starting flip-flop is sensitized and propagated to the
destination flip-flop in Figure B.2.4 (a), which is a fully sensitized path. On the other
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hand, Figure B.2.4 (b) illustrates a partially sensitized path. The off-path input of the
OR gate makes rising transition, which blocks the on-path input transition of the OR
gate. Thus, the path from the starting flip-flop to the input of the OR gate is blocked
(or not sensitized). However, the output of the OR gate makes rising transition and it is
sensitized to the destination flip-flop. Hence, the path starting from the output of the
OR gate to the destination flip-flop is a partially sensitized path.
Figure B.2.5 presents the flow to calculate sensitized paths using the sensitization
conditions given in Table B.2.1.

Figure B.2.5 Flow to calculate sensitized paths by LOC test
In Figure B.2.5, erroneous flip-flops refer to the flip-flops that capture erroneous
bits from LOC test. Path delay test patterns were generated targeting the sensitized
paths calculated from Figure B.2.5.
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2.5 Experimental results on path delay test
2.5.1 Sensitized paths results
Figure B.2.6 presents the total number of paths collected from ELF13 rated-speed
failure chips. The x-axis represents the individual ELF13 chip. The y-axis represents
the total number of paths in the failing logic cones, i.e., the logic cones that feed the
erroneous flip-flops. The total number of paths in a chip depends on the number of
erroneous flip-flops and the size of logic cones.
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Figure B.2.6 Total number of paths
As can be seen from Figure B.2.6, although only the paths in the failing logic
cones were considered, there are many paths to be tested (about 1.4 millions of paths
for one chip in the worse case). Thus, to further reduce the number of paths to be
tested, only the sensitized paths were considered. Figure B.2.7 presents the total
number of sensitized paths calculated from Figure B.2.5. Sensitized paths were
calculated into 4 categories based on the sensitization conditions (robust or non-robust
sensitization) and the type of paths (full or partial paths). Sensitized paths given in
Figure B.2.7 are the sum of all 4 categories of sensitized paths.
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Figure B.2.7 Total number of sensitized paths
By considering only the sensitized paths, we were able to reduce the number of
paths to be tested per chip by less than 10,000 (except one chip which has more than
40,000 paths). Figure B.2.8 presents the breakdown of 4 categories of the sensitized
paths calculated for (a) false fails and (b) defective chips.

Full, robust
528 (5%)
Full, robust
10851 (15%)
Partial, nonrobust
17511 (25%)

Partial, robust
10578 (15%)

Partial, nonrobust
5547 (47%)

Full, non-robust
3759 (33%)

Full, non-robust
31566 (45%)

Partial, robust
1705 (15%)

Figure B.2.8 Breakdowns of sensitized paths
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The total number of sensitized paths of each category is summed over ELF13
chips. For example, among the all sensitized paths calculated from ELF13 false fails,
45% (31,566 out of 70,506) of them are non-robustly sensitized full paths.

2.5.2 Path delay test results
Path delay test patterns were generated targeting all the sensitized paths given in
Figure B.2.7, whose fault coverages are given in Figure B.2.9. Note that the path delay
test sets were generated chip by chip because each chip has unique sensitized paths
which do not overlap with the sensitized paths of other chips.
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Figure B.2.9 Path delay fault coverages
Test patterns were generated with don’t-care bits unspecified. After the test pattern
generation using the ATPG tool, don’t-care bits were assigned by 5 different schemes
using a script.
1.

One-fill: don’t-care bits are filled with ones.

2.

Zero-fill: don’t-care bits are filled with zeros.
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3.

Repeat-fill: don’t-care bits are filled with the last care bit.

4.

Random-fill: don’t-care bits are randomly filled between ones and zeros.

5.

Toggle-fill: don’t-care bits are alternately filled between one and zero.

Table B.2.2 presents path delay test results filled by the above filling schemes.

Fillingscheme
One-fill
Zero-fill
Repeat-fill
Random-fill
Toggle-fill

Table B.2.2 Path delay test results
False fails
Defective chips
Pass
Fail
Total
Pass
Fail
Total
78 (89%) 10 (11%)
88 12 (60%) 8 (40%)
20
78 (89%) 10 (11%)
88 12 (60%) 8 (40%)
20
78 (89%) 10 (11%)
88 12 (60%) 8 (40%)
20
78 (89%) 10 (11%)
88 12 (60%) 8 (40%)
20
78 (89%) 10 (11%)
88 12 (60%) 8 (40%)
20

As can be seen from Table B.2.2, different filling schemes show the same results.
When a chip failed the path delay tests, failing cycles were logged to calculate the
failing path delay patterns. Failing path delay patterns were fault-graded to identify the
paths that caused a chip to fail the test (also called failing paths). 1,118 failing paths
were identified from the 10 false fails that failed the path delay tests. From the 8
defective chips that failed the path delay tests, 140 failing paths were identified. Figure
B.2.10 presents the breakdowns of the failing paths for (a) false fails, and (b) defective
chips.
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partial, robust
390 (35%)

partial, robust
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full, non-robust
302 (27%)

partial, nonrobust
59 (43%)
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167 (15%)
partial, nonrobust
259 (23%)

full, non-robust
34 (24%)

full, robust
20 (14%)

Figure B.2.10 Breakdowns of failing paths

2.6 False fails caused by false path sensitization
False path identification
The failing paths obtained from the previous section were fed to a Statistical
Analysis Tool (STA) to identify false paths. PrimeTime from Synopsys was used for
the STA tool. When a path is given to the STA tool, it calculates the input vector that
can sensitize the given path. If any contention occurs on internal nodes during the
input vector calculation, the input path is reported as a false path because no input
vector can be found to sensitize that path. The STA tool does not consider the scan
chains in calculating the input vector. Thus, the false paths identified by the STA tool
can be testable only when structural test patterns were loaded through scan chains,
patterns which set the states of flip-flops such that those states can cause the
contention on the internal nodes during functional operation.
Table B.2.3 presents the results of false path identification.

Table B.2.3 False path identification
Number of failing paths
False paths
True paths
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Total

False fails
Defective chips

849 (75.9%)
81 (57.9%)

269 (24.1%)
59 (42.1%)

1,118
140

As can be seen from Table B.2.3, false fails have higher percentage of failing false
paths (75.9%) compared to defective chips (57.9%).

Identifying false fails caused by false path sensitization
A failing false path is a false path that causes a chip to fail path delay test. A
failing path that is identified as a true path is called a failing true path. The failing
false paths given in Table B.2.3 were examined chip by chip to identify false fails due
to false path sensitization. Figure B.2.11 (false fails) and Figure B.2.12 (defective
chips) show the failing false path ratio which were calculated as follows.

Failing false path ratio =

number of failing false paths
number of failing false paths + number of failing true paths

Failing false path ratio (%)
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Figure B.2.11 Failing false path ratio – false fails
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Figure B.2.12 Failing false path ratio – defective chips
In Figure B.2.11 and Figure B.2.12, the x-axes represent chips that failed path
delay test (10 false fails and 8 defective chips). The failing false path ratio was
calculated for each chip. There are some important results from the above figures.
First, three false fails have 100% failing false path ratio. This indicates that these three
false fails failed path delay test solely due to false paths and no true paths caused them
to fail the test. Thus, they are false fails caused by false path sensitization. Secondly,
except one false fail, whose false path ratio is zero, all nine false fails have the failing
false path ratio higher than 50%. This trend is the opposite for the defective chips:
except one defective chip, whose false path ratio is higher than 90%, all seven
defective chips have the failing false path ratio lower than 50%. Those observations
imply that false paths are more likely to cause failures for false fails than defective
chips. This implication can be also supported by the last observation: 50% of defective
chips (4 out of 8) failed path delay test solely due to true paths (zero failing false path
ratio), while 10% of false fails (1 out of 10) failed path delay test solely due to true
paths.
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2.7 Summary and conclusions
Paths that were tested by the failing LOC patterns were identified and tested by
path delay test patterns. 11% (10 out of 88) false fails and 40% (8 out of 20) defective
chips failed path delay test. Among the ten false fails that failed path delay test, 30%
(3 false fails) were caused by false path sensitization: they failed false paths only but
no true paths caused failures. However, no defective chips failed path delay test due to
false path sensitization. Experimental results suggest that false paths are more likely to
cause failures for false fails than defective chips: 75% (849 out of 1,118) of the failing
paths collected from false fails are false paths, while 58% (81 out of 140) of the failing
paths collected from defective chips are false paths. In addition, 50% (4 out of 8) of
the defective chips that failed path delay test do not have failing false paths, i.e., all the
failures from those chips come from true paths. On the contrary, 10% (1 out of 10) of
the false fails that failed path delay test failed the test due to true paths only.
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Chapter 3 Multi-Cycle Path Experiments
3.1 Introduction
A multi-cycle path is the path that requires two or more clock cycles to propagate a
response and to capture it at the destination scan flip-flops [Saxena 02]. During normal
operation, it is guaranteed by design that the contents of the destination flip-flops of
multi-cycle paths are sampled only at appropriate times. However, in test mode, the
destination flip-flops of multi-cycle paths may be sampled at incorrect times.
Therefore, multi-cycle paths may cause false fails. Figure B.3.1 illustrates the multicycle path example.

Figure B.3.1 Multi-cycle path - example
Let’s suppose the path given in Figure B.3.1 is a 2-cycle path, i.e., this path
requires 2 cycles for a signal to propagate from the FF1 to the FF2. Therefore, as long
as the correct responses of a circuit is captured two cycles after the signal transition is
made, this circuit works correctly in a system. But, in transition delay test, the
transition at the starting flip-flop (FF1) is made at the cycle n, and the response of the
circuit is captured at the destination flip-flop (FF2) at the cycle n+1. Thus, if the
propagation delay of this path causes correct output to be captured at the FF2 at the
cycle n+2 but not at the cycle n+1, this circuit works correctly in a system but fails
transition delay test, i.e., transition delay test causes a false fail.
A simple way to avoid the multi-cycle path problem is to ignore the values
captured at the destination flip-flops of multi-cycle paths (also called masking)
[Saxena 02]. Despite the masking is a simple solution to the multi-cycle paths, it has
the potential increase of test escapes.
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In this experiment, we quantify false fails caused by multi-cycle paths by applying
the same test set with and without masking. The destination flip-flops of multi-cycle
paths were obtained from functional verification engineers. In our test chip design, the
number of masked scan cells is negligible (< 0.01% of the total scan cells) compared
to the total number of scan cells.

3.2 Test setup
LOC transition delay test set given in Table 2.4 were generated by masking the
destination flip-flops of multi-cycle paths; hence, chips that failed LOC test did not
fail LOC test due to multi-cycle paths. Therefore, the presence of multi-cycle paths
does not alter the ELF13classification results. To quantify false fails due to multicycle paths, two LOC test sets were prepared. First LOC test set is the LOC test set
given in Table 2.4. Note that the destination flip-flops of multi-cycle paths were
masked in this LOC test set. Second LOC test set was prepared by removing the
masking constraints from the first LOC test set. Expected outputs of the second LOC
test set were updated by running a fault-free logic simulation. Thus, the only
difference between those two LOC test sets is whether they compare the responses
captured at the destination flip-flops of multi-cycle paths or not. Figure B.3.2 presents
the test flow to quantify false fails due to multi-cycle paths.
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Figure B.3.2 Test flow to quantify false fails due to multi-cycle paths
If a chip passes the LOC test set with masking but fails the same LOC test set
without masking, failures come from the multi-cycle paths.

3.3 Experimental results
Table B.3.1 presents experimental results on multi-cycle paths. 136 ELF13 chips
passed LOC test set with masking, i.e., the responses captured at the destination flipflops of multi-cycle paths were ignored. These chips also passed 2-detect test, SLT
and functional test. Thus, these chips were considered good chips with masking. These
136 chips were tested using the same LOC test, but the masking constraints were
removed, i.e., the responses captured at the destination flip-flops of multi-cycle paths
were compared to the fault-free logic values. Table B.3.1 presents the test results of
136 ELF13 chips that passed LOC test with masking. They were tested using LOC test
without masking.

Table B.3.1 Experimental results on multi-cycle paths – ELF13
LOC test without masking
Total
Pass
Fail
0
136
136
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As can be seen from Table B.3.1, all 136 chips considered as good chips with
masking failed the LOC test set without masking. Multi-cycle paths caused 136 good
chips to fail LOC test, i.e., 136 false fails.

3.4 Summary and conclusions
In this experiment, we quantify false fails due to multi-cycle paths. Experiments
were conducted on 136 ELF13 good chips. Experimental results show that all 136 test
chips that were identified as good chips would become false fails if multi-cycle paths
were not masked. Thus, masking technique is simple and effective in reducing false
fails.
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Chapter 4 Summary and Conclusions
This report provides the extent of false fails during the scan-based delay testing
conducted on the industrial chip design.
Path delay experiments were conducted to identify false fails caused by false paths.
Due to the large number of paths in a chip design, we test the paths that were
sensitized by the failing LOC test patterns. 11% (10 out of 88) of false fails fail path
delay tests and failing paths are identified.
In false fails, 75.9% (849 out of 1,118) of failing paths are false paths. However,
the ratio of false paths is reduced to 57.9% (81 out of 140) for defective chips. More
false paths are observed in false fails than in defective chips. Among 10 false fails that
fail path delay tests, 3 (30%) chips fail false paths only, showing that they fail
structural tests due to false paths. All the defective chips that fail path delay tests fail
true paths and no defective chips fail false paths only. In addition, 4 defective chips
fail true paths only and do not fail false paths.
This report quantifies the false fails due to multi-cycle paths. Scan-based test
patterns may capture the output responses at the destination flip-flops of multi-cycle
paths at incorrect timing, which can cause good chips to fail the test. Masking the
destination flip-flops of multi-cycle paths is simple and effective to deal with multicycle paths. Our experiments show that all the good chips (136 ELF13 chips) fail
structural test if the destination flip-flops of multi-cycle paths are not masked.
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Appendix C

The under-bound of false fail estimate
Suppose we count false fails in the 256 ELF13 test chips from the 50,000 chips
(which the 256 test chips were drawn from) which contains an unknown false fail
proportion p. We can estimate the unknown false fail proportion p from the sample
false fail proportion pˆ =

number of false fails in the sample 88
=
= 0.34 .
sample size
256

p̂ is approximately the normal distribution with the mean μ ( pˆ ) = p and the
standard deviation σ ( pˆ ) =

p (1 − p )
[Moore 89, Iman 95, Moore 06].
n

Proof:
Let X be a Bernoulli random variable with probability p:

⎧1 if a chip is a false fail with a probability p
X =⎨
⎩0 if a chip is not a false fail with a probability (1 - p)
Let X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n denote n independent, repeated measurements of X. The sample
mean of the sequence is given by:
Mn =

1 n
∑Xj
n j =1

(C.1)

Mn is the number of false fails in sample size n, which is simply the sample false
fail proportion p̂ .
The expected value of the sample mean, or p̂ is given by:
E[ M n ] = E[

1 n
1 n
X j ] = ∑ E[ X j ] = p
∑
n j =1
n j =1

since E[ X j ] = E[ X ] = p
The variance of the sample mean, or p̂ is given by:
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(C.2)

n
p(1 − p)
1 n
1
1
X j ] = 2 VAR[∑ X j ] = VAR[ X j ] =
(C.3)
∑
n j =1
n
n
n
j =1

VAR[ M n ] = VAR[

The distribution of X is Bernoulli, so the distribution of p̂ is not normal. However,
by the central limit theorem, when n is large, the distribution will be approximately
normal [Leon-Garcia 94]. Usually, n ≥ 30 gives a good approximation [Medhi 92].
Let Zn be a zero-mean, unit-variance random variable expressed as

Zn =

Mn − p
p(1 − p)
n

If Zn approaches a zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian random variable for a large n,
Mn ( p̂ ) is approximately a Gaussian random variable with a mean of p and a variance
of

p (1 − p )
.
n
Zn can be expressed as follows
Zn =

Mn − p
p (1 − p )
n

=

1 X 1 + X 2 + L + X n − np
=
⋅
n
p (1 − p )

1
np(1 − p )

n

∑(X
k =1

k

− p)

n

By definition, the characteristic function of Zn is

Φ Z n (ω ) = E[e jωZ n ]
= E[exp{

jω

σ n

n

= E[∏ exp{

n

∑(X
k =1

jω

k

− p)}]

( X k − p)}]

(C.4)

σ n
n
jω
= ∏ E[exp{
( X k − p)}]
σ n
k =1
jω
= {E[exp{
( X − p )}]}n
σ n
k =1

where σ 2 =

p(1 − p)
n

By expanding the exponential in the equation (C.4), we get
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E[exp{

jω

σ n

( X − p )}] = E[1 +

jω

σ n
jω

( X − p) +

( jω ) 2
( X − p ) 2 + R (ω )]
2
2nσ

( jω ) 2
= 1+
E[( X − p)] +
E[( X − p) 2 ] + E[ R(ω )]
2
2nσ
σ n

p(1 − p)
= σ 2 , we get
n

Since E[(X-p)] = 0 and E[(X-p)2] =
E[exp{

jω

σ n

( X − p)}] = 1 −

ω2
2n

+ E[ R (ω )]

(C.5)

The last term can be neglected as n becomes large. By substituting (C.5) into (C.4),
we get
Φ Z n (ω ) = {1 −

ω2
2n

}n → e

−ω

2

2

as n → ∞

The latter expression is the characteristic function of a zero-mean, unit-variance
Gaussian random variable. Hence, Zn approaches a zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian
random variable.
End of proof

We can define the interval that contains the true value of p with probability ( 1 − α ).
Such an interval is called a confidence interval, and the probability ( 1 − α ) is called a
confidence level [Leon-Garcia 94]. We can obtain the confidence interval for p from
p̂ . We can approximate p by p̂ in the expression for μ ( pˆ ) and σ ( pˆ ) , and the
confidence interval for p is very accurate when npˆ ≥ 10 and n(1 − pˆ ) ≥ 10 [Moore
89]. In our experiments, both conditions are satisfied. The confidence interval is (L, U)
where P[ L ≤ pˆ ≤ U ] = 1 − α . Note that p̂ is a Gaussian random variable with the
mean of p̂ and the standard deviation
the confidence interval is ( pˆ − 1.96

pˆ (1 − pˆ )
. Using the 95% confidence level,
n

pˆ (1 − pˆ )
pˆ (1 − pˆ )
, pˆ + 1.96
) [Moore 89]. The
n
n

margin of error is the radius of the confidence interval, which is 1.96
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pˆ (1 − pˆ )
n

[Moore 89]. In our experiment, pˆ = 0.34 and n = 256 . Thus, we are 95% confident
that the false fail proportion (p) in the 50,000 chips is between 0.285 and 0.401, and
the margin of error is 0.055. Taking the lower limit of the interval yields to the underbound of the false fails in the 50,000 chips, which is 0.285 × 50,000 = 14,250 .
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Appendix D
The impact of the sample set on the false fail estimate
When NVIDIA selected the 256 ELF13 test chips, they ignored the potential false
fails that might have been caused by step 1 to 5 in Table 1.1. If we include them, the
number of false fails per million chips (FFPM) would increase. Thus, the FFPM
number described in Chapter 2 would be the under-bound on the actual total number
of false fails. In this appendix, we will show that the false fail estimation based on the
256 ELF13 test chips (FFPMu) is the under-bound of the actual total number of false
fails (FFPMtot).
Proof:

Let ffri denote a false fail rate of test i, expressed as
ffri =

Number of false fails at test i
Number of failing chips at test i

(D.1)

Thus, the number of false fails at test i is:
Number of false fails at test i = number of failing chips at test i × ffri

= number of tested chips at test i × (1 − y i ) × ffri
where yi is the yield of test i, i.e., the ratio of the number of passing chips at test i
to the number of tested chips at test i.
The number of tested chips at test i is:

⎧T
⎪
Number of tested chips at test i = ⎨ i −1
⎪T ⋅ ∏ y k
⎩ k =1

(i = 1)
(i ≥ 2)

(D.2)

where T is the total number of manufactured chips. We assume that tests are
applied with an increasing number of i. For example, test 1 is applied first, followed
by test 2.
Thus, the total number of false fails caused by the NVIDIA production test flow
can be calculated as follows:
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Number of false fails = ∑ number of false fails at test i
i =1

= T ⋅ (1 − y1 ) ⋅ ffr1 + T ⋅ y1 ⋅ (1 − y 2 ) ⋅ ffr2 +
T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ (1 − y 3 ) ⋅ ffr3 +

(D.3)

T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ (1 − y 4 ) ⋅ ffr4 +
T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ y 4 ⋅ (1 − y 5 ) ⋅ ffr5 +
T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ y 4 ⋅ y 5 ⋅ (1 − y 6 ) ⋅ ffr6
where tests 1 to 6 are listed in Table D.1 (same as Table 1.1).
Table D.1 Tests

Test
1
2
3
4
5
6

Description

Speed (MHz)

SSF test @ wafer sort
Transition delay test @wafer sort
SSF test @ package test
Transition delay test @ package test
SSF test @ package test
Transition delay test @ package test

Vdd (V)

7
370
7
370
7
330

1.355
1.355
1.355
1.355
1.355
1.355

Temp (°C)
25
25
25
25
105
105

From the equation (D.3), the FFPMtot is as follows:
FFPM tot =

Number of false fails
× 10 6
Total number of manufactured chips

⎡T ⋅ (1 − y1 ) ⋅ ffr1 + T ⋅ y1 ⋅ (1 − y 2 ) ⋅ ffr2 + T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ (1 − y 3 ) ⋅ ffr3 ⎤
10 6 ⎢
=
+ T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ (1 − y 4 ) ⋅ ffr4 + T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ y 4 ⋅ (1 − y 5 ) ⋅ ffr5 ⎥⎥
⎢
T
⎢⎣+ T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ y 4 ⋅ y 5 ⋅ (1 − y 6 ) ⋅ ffr6
⎥⎦
⎡(1 − y1 ) ⋅ ffr1 + y1 ⋅ (1 − y 2 ) ⋅ ffr2 + y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ (1 − y 3 ) ⋅ ffr3 ⎤
(D.4)
= 10 6 ⎢
⎥
⎣+ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ (1 − y 4 ) ⋅ ffr4 + y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ y 4 ⋅ (1 − y 5 ) ⋅ ffr5 ⎦
10 6
+
[T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ y 4 ⋅ y 5 ⋅ (1 − y 6 ) ⋅ ffr6 ]
T
10 6
≥
[T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ y 4 ⋅ y 5 ⋅ (1 − y 6 ) ⋅ ffr6 ]
T
The last inequality holds since 0 ≤ y i ≤ 1 and ffri ≥ 0 .
In the equation (D.4), T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ y 4 ⋅ y 5 is the total number of failing chips at
test 6, which is 50,000. Appendix C shows that ffr6 is bounded between 0.285 and
0.401. Thus, the equation (D.4) yields to the following expression:
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10 6
[T ⋅ y1 ⋅ y 2 ⋅ y 3 ⋅ y 4 ⋅ y 5 ⋅ (1 − y 6 ) ⋅ ffr6 ]
T
10 6
10 6
≥
⋅ 50,000 ⋅ 0.285 =
⋅ 14,250 = FFPM u
T
T

FFPM tot ≥

End of proof
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(D.5)
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Abstract
Altering the details of a delay test application protocol can significantly affect
test results and thus yield. Specifically, inserting wait states between scan
shifting and the launch clock can improve yield considerably. Although the
exact mechanisms involved remain elusive, the authors eliminate several
possibilities through a series of experiments.

A transition fault model typically guides test pattern generation to cover defects that
cause late signal transitions.1 Such a delay test requires a two-pattern test: The first
pattern initializes a node signal value. The second pattern causes this value to switch
to the opposite value and sensitize the transition to an observable output. These two
events should happen on two successive clock pulses at the rated speed of the devices.
These two clock pulses are responsible for launching and capturing the transition,
respectively.
Two scan-based delay test protocols are supported by most commercial ATPG tools:
launch on shift (LOS) and launch on capture (LOC). In LOS test patterns, scan data is
loaded through scan chains. Nodes in the logic under test are initialized at the last shift
clock (the launch clock). For the flip-flops to capture the logic’s response in the
downstream flip-flops, the scan-enable signal must switch from 1 to 0 before the
subsequent capture clock is applied. In LOC test patterns, the scan-enable signal does
not need to operate at system speed. Once scan data is loaded through scan chains, the
scan-enable signal transitions from 1 to 0 in whatever time frame this signal requires.
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Subsequently, the launch and capture clocks are applied at full system speed, after the
scan-enable signal switches to 1, and then the logic’s response is scanned out.
The act of shifting the scan chains causes many scan flip-flops (and much of the
combinational logic fed by them) to be toggled. This is due to the low correlation
between consecutive vectors and the presence of large amounts of pseudo-randomly
filled don’t-care bits within a vector, resulting in several nodes that will be toggled
when the vectors are scanned in and scanned out.2 Therefore, scan-based test patterns’
switching activity often leads to high power consumption and large currents during
test mode. This current demand can cause supply voltage droop (also called IR drop)
because of the supply network’s resistance. As a result, the logic gates will operate
below their nominal voltage and consequently below their rated speed. Thus, IR drop
caused during scan test can cause a circuit to function more slowly than under normal
operating conditions, leading to the mistaken conclusion that the circuit is defective.
This mistake results in a yield loss known as a false failure.
In this article, we evaluate the impact of idle-cycle insertion on yield by quantifying
the number of test escapes. We empirically quantify false failures resulting from IR
drop by inserting idle cycles at appropriate points during the scan test application
protocol. Launch delay (LD) test delays the launch clock by inserting a certain amount
of time (called idle cycles or idle time) after the last shift cycle. During these idle
cycles, the chip’s power supply network is given time to recover from the IR drop
induced by excessive switching activity during scan shifting. The amount of IR drop
depends on the power supply network design; different chip designs need different
idle times. We present LD test results for two different chip designs: the ELF13
graphics processor and the ELF18 DSP processor.
Experimental results show that altering the details of the delay test application
protocol can significantly impact test results and thus the yield of the product under
test. Inserting wait states between scan shifting and the launch clock results in a
measurable yield improvement. For example, in ELF13 experiments, we achieved a
20% reduction in false failures without increasing the number of test escapes or
requiring additional ATPG time. Although the exact mechanisms involved remain
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elusive, we eliminated several possibilities through a series of experiments. It is clear
from these experiments that yield recovery is a real phenomenon and that LD tests
help to recover from IR drop.
Previous work

Several other approaches have attempted to minimize the effects of IR drop during
scan test. One such method is to generate quiet patterns, which contain low switching
activity.1 In this method, the logic under test has the same switching activity as the
original patterns, but the rest of the circuit has lower switching activity. Alternatively,
test scheduling provides a way to generate patterns that satisfy a chip’s power budget.2
Other previous work on generic test power reduction includes a static compaction
technique,3 test vector reordering,4 and gating of scan elements.5 Although all of this
work demonstrates power reduction during scan-based testing, none of it attempts to
correlate excess power consumption with false failures.

Adding idle cycles

An LOC LD test set is an LOC test set with idle cycles inserted between the last shift
and the launch clock in each test pattern. The regular LOC test set is the LOC test set
before idle cycles are inserted, which is directly generated from a commercial ATPG
tool. Figure 1 presents two timing diagram variants for LOC LD.
As Figure 1 shows, there are two possible ways to implement an LOC LD transition
delay test set: insert idle cycles before the scan-enable signal transition or insert idle
cycles after the scan-enable signal transition. The key properties of the LD test set are
as follows:
 The expected values of test patterns do not change. Therefore, no additional ATPG

time is required.
 No clocks pulse during idle cycles.
 No outputs are compared during idle cycles.
 Primary input values are not changed during idle cycles.
 The LD test set has the same fault coverage as the regular test set.
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 The LD test merely increases the wait time between the end of scan-shifting

activity and the start of the launch clock pulse.
 The LD test increases overall test time.

Figure 1 Timing diagram of a launch-on-capture (LOC) launch delay (LD) test
pattern: idle cycles before (a) and after (b) the scan-enable transition.

Implementation of LD test sets takes advantage of commercial ATPG tools. After a
commercial ATPG tool generates a compact test set, a script can be used to easily
insert idle cycles. Thus, implementing LD test sets incurs no ATPG overhead.
However, test application time increases because idle cycles increase the number of
tester cycles per test pattern. If the purpose of the LD test is to reduce false failures,
it’s not necessary to add idle cycles to passing test patterns, because idle-cycle
insertion would not change the pass/fail results of passing patterns.
We provided a control group for the experiment by modifying another test set based
on the SSF to include idle cycles. An SSF LD test set is a regular SSF test set with idle
cycles inserted between the last shift and the single capture clock in each test pattern.

ELF13 experimental setup

ELF13 is a processor manufactured with 0.13-micron copper technology. It has
about 7.2 million logic gates, with more than 10 different clock domains. We
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generated a variety of LD test sets for both single stuck-at faults and transition delay
faults. We generated 20 test sets for ELF13, using two fault models; and we added five
different numbers of idle cycles (100, 200, 300, 500, and 1,000), each 142.84 ns in
duration. We applied these 20 LD test sets to chips that failed the regular LOC or 2detect SSF test sets. (Lee and McCluskey describe the process of selecting ELF13
sample chips.3)

ELF13 experimental results

Table 1 presents the experimental results for the LD test sets on the ELF13 chip. We
used system-level test (SLT) and functional test to discriminate between false failures
and defective chips for ELF13. That is, false failures passed both SLT and functional
test; defective chips failed either SLT, functional test, or both. Although the fault
grading of functional test was unavailable, Lee and McCluskey present the
experimental results of functional-test coverage and failing behaviors by examining
failing flip-flops and the design blocks containing potential defects.4

Table 1. Experimental results of launch delay (LD) tests for the ELF13 chip.
Idle-cycle
position
Before
scanenable
transition
After
scanenable
transition

No. of
idle
cycles
100
200
300
500
1,000
100
200
300
500
1,000

Launch on capture (LOC)
False
Defective
failures
chips
Pass Fail Pass Fail
0
88
0
20
0
88
0
20
0
88
0
20
0
88
0
20
0
88
0
20
3
85
0
20
3
85
0
20
5
83
0
20
14
74
0
20
17
71
0
20

Single stuck-at fault (SSF)
False
Defective
failures
chips
Pass Fail Pass Fail
0
14
0
4
0
14
0
4
0
14
0
4
0
14
0
4
0
14
0
4
0
14
0
4
0
14
0
4
0
14
0
4
0
14
0
4
1
13
0
4

Four important results are apparent from Table 1. First, the greater the number of
idle cycles inserted, the greater the number of false failures that pass the LD test sets.
This is direct evidence that waiting between scan shifting and capturing directly
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benefits yield. Second, no chips passed before the scan-enable transition. This points
to the scan-enable transition event, rather than the scan-shifting activity, as the cause
of the electrical disturbance that reduces yield. Third, the insertion of idle cycles is
seemingly less effective for SSF tests than for LOC transition tests, though the sample
size is rather small. Finally, no test escapes were observed from the LD test sets.

Avoidance of IR drop by repeat fill

An alternative method for recovering yield loss due to IR drop is to avoid IR drop in
the first place (instead of simply allowing recovery from it by adding idle cycles). It’s
possible to reduce the amount of switching power (and hence current and IR drop) by
minimizing the switching activity during scan shifting. We can reduce the switching
activity of test patterns by filling the don’t-care bits with the last care bit (a repeat-fill
scheme).5 We used the ELF13 chips tested here to collect empirical data on the ability

of repeat-fill test patterns to minimize IR-drop-induced yield loss.
We generated two LOC test sets using different don’t-care bit assignments to
measure the effect of power reduction on decreasing the number of false failures. For
the first LOC test set, an ATPG pseudo-randomly assigned don’t-care bits (a randomfill scheme). For the second LOC test set, we used a repeat-fill scheme. For the ELF13

design, the size of the repeat-fill test set is prohibitively large if the entire fault list is
targeted, so we generated both test sets by targeting only the faults detected by failing
test patterns in the experimental chip samples. We identified these faults by fault
grading the failing test patterns. The resulting test sets would be expected to fail when
applied to these sample chips, unless there were indeed IR-drop issues related to the
fill data. Table 2 indicates the yield recovery made possible by using repeat fill instead
of random fill. Specifically, 58% of false failures (46 of 78) and 50% of defective
chips (6 of 12) passed the repeat-fill LOC test set but failed the random-fill LOC test
set. Hence, these results confirm that using the repeat-fill scheme can bring about
significant yield recovery by suppressing IR drop. Unfortunately, this scheme could
also degrade the test quality because of the loss of nontarget defect detection by
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random patterns. (The “Impact on test time” sidebar shows the impact of test
execution time on scan-delay test.)

Table 2. ELF13 test results for repeat-fill LOC on the chips that failed
random-fill LOC
ELF13 chips
False failures
Defective chips

Pass
46
6

Fail
32
6

Total
78
12

Impact on test time

Table A shows the impact of the various ELF13 LD test sets on test execution time.
Table A. Summary of test application time for the ELF13 chip.
Test set

No. of idle
Test time (s)
Additional test time (s)
cycles
Reference LOC
0
11.3
0
LOC LD
100
11.6
0.3
200
12.0
0.7
300
12.4
1.1
500
13.2
1.9
1,000
15.0
3.7
Reference SSF
0
5.1
0
SSF LD
100
5.3
0.2
200
5.5
0.4
300
5.6
0.5
500
6.0
0.9
1,000
6.8
1.7
* LOC: launch on capture; SSF: single stuck-at fault; LD: launch delay.

Although the additional test time seems large (a 25% increase in test application
time with 1,000 idle cycles), the additional test time can be less than 25% of the time
for the entire test flow. LD test patterns do not need to be applied to all chips. If false
failures must be reduced, a test flow can be created so that it applies LD test patterns
only to chips that fail regular patterns. In this case, the additional test time due to idle
cycles depends on the yield. For example, if there is a 25% test time increase due to
idle cycles, the additional test time in terms of total test application time is (1 –
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Y)(1.25), where Y is the yield. If the yield is 90%, the additional test time increases by

12.5%. We can modify this equation according to the test suites used in the entire test
flow. For example, the 12.5% test time increase just mentioned assumes that only the
LOC test is applied in the test flow. If SSF and LOC test are applied, and false failures
due to LOC test must be reduced, the additional test time is YSSF(1 – YLOC)(1.25),
where YSSF and YLOC refer to the yield of the SSF and LOC tests. In this case, the test
time increase is smaller than in the previous case. We can further reduce total test
application time by considering the failing pattern data. Note that idle cycles do not
need to be added to passing patterns. When chips are tested using regular patterns,
failing regular patterns can be identified by logging failing cycles. Then, idle cycles
can be added only to those failing regular patterns. In this case, the total test
application time can be further reduced, depending on the number of failing patterns.
If f represents the percentage of regular LOC patterns that fail, the total application
time is YSSF(1 – YLOC)(1.25)(0.01)(f). If both yields are 90%, and 20% of regular LOC
patterns fail, then the additional test time increases by 2.25%.

ELF18 experimental results

The results observed on the ELF13 chip prompted further study using the ELF18
chip.6 Each of the sample ELF18 chips contained six DSP cores, which we tested
individually. The ELF18 chips were fabricated using 0.18-micron aluminum and
copper technology. Each chip has about 53,000 logic gates. Unfortunately, functional
test was unavailable for the ELF18; therefore, false failures were not identified. The
experimental setup paralleled that used for the ELF13 chip, though we varied the
number of idle cycles more (nine different numbers of idle cycles instead of five);
these idle cycles were smaller in duration (50 ns each). Table 3 presents the
experimental results for the 36 LD test sets on the ELF18 chip.
Again, some important results are apparent from Table 3, though often different
from those in Table 1. First, the greater the number of idle cycles inserted, the greater
the number of DSP cores that pass the LD test sets, but only for the stuck-at-fault tests
(unlike ELF13). That trend was not present in the ELF18 LOC LD tests, in which only
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two ELF18 cores benefited from the addition of a single idle cycle. Those same two
cores did not pass the LOC LD test set with further insertion of additional idle cycles.
Second, once again, no chips passed the LOC LD tests before the scan-enable
transition, but now many pass the SSF-LD tests before the scan-enable transition. This
points to the scan-shifting activity rather than the scan-enable transition event as the
cause of the electrical disturbance that reduces yield—just the opposite of the ELF13
case. Third, and again in opposition to the ELF13 results, the insertion of idle cycles is
now more effective for SSF tests than for LOC transition tests.

Table 3. Experimental results for LD tests on the ELF18 chip.
Idle-cycle
position

No. of
LOC
SSF
idle
Pas Fail
Pass
Fail
cycles
s
Before
1
0
141
5
128
scan2
0
141
5
128
enable
3
0
141
7
126
transition
5
0
141
8
125
10
0
141
9
124
15
0
141
14
119
30
0
141
15
118
60
0
141
16
117
140
0
141
17
116
After
1
2
139
6
127
scan2
0
141
7
126
enable
3
0
141
9
124
transition
5
0
141
10
123
10
0
141
12
121
15
0
141
16
117
30
0
141
16
117
60
0
141
17
116
140
0
141
18
115
* Passing and failing entries refer to the number of DSP cores, not chips.

Possible explanations for yield recovery

Despite the somewhat inconsistent results between the two experiments, we can
make the following generalization: Adding a sufficiently large number of idle cycles
both before and after the scan-enable transition is likely to recover yield loss for either
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the LOC test sets, the SSF test sets, or both. Here we consider different possible
explanations for this yield recovery.

Clock stretching

One possible explanation for the observed data that more chips pass when extra idle
cycles are inserted is that these chips are in fact defective but are being undertested in
the idle-cycle environment. Earlier work has demonstrated that the clock network
itself can run 15% more slowly during scan-based delay test than during functional
test.7 Clock stretching may occur because the supply network’s inductance opposes
the sudden change in current that the launch cycle requires following a relatively quiet
period after scan-shifting activity ceases. At first glance, idle-cycle insertion would
seem to exacerbate this problem by prolonging that quiet period.
To resolve this issue, we performed Spice simulations. Previous work analyzes
global clock distribution networks.8,9 We combined this information with clock
generator models (which use a five-stage inverter chain with one inverter replaced by
a NAND gate to enable the clock generator), a power grid, and a lossy RLC
transmission line for the clock distribution tree to set up the simulation conditions.8
During the simulations, we measured the clock period from the first clock pulse to the
second clock pulse after the idle time shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Timing diagram of clock-stretching simulation.

Table 4 presents simulation conditions for the lossy transmission line model of the
clock network.8
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Table 4. Clock network simulation conditions.
Simulation Total R
transmission
(ohms)
1
100
2
500
3
1,000
4
2,000

Total L
transmission
(nH)
100
100
100
100

Total C
transmission
(pF)
10
10
10
10

In all four simulations, we set the R, L, and C values of the power grid model as
follows: R = 15 ohms, L = 0.1 nH, and C = 0.2 pF. We estimated all values from
reasonable assumptions consistent with the ELF13 design, although we did not extract
these values from layout information.
Figure 3 presents the simulation results. In all four simulations, clock stretching
saturated after less than 90 ns of idle time. In ELF13 LOC testing, the intrinsic dead
time measured from the last shift to the launch clock (with no idle cycles inserted) was
greater than 300 ns. This implies that clock stretching was already saturated before
idle-cycle insertion, thus refuting the claim that the yield recovery observed might
have been false due to undertesting exacerbated by idle-cycle insertion. In other words,
although the Spice simulations indeed confirmed that clock stretching was occurring,
it occurred in the same measure between the regular LOC tests and the LOC LD tests,
so any yield difference between these two tests must be attributed to some other factor.
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Figure 3 Clock period versus idle time for the four clock network simulations.

Another compelling argument against clock stretching being the possible
explanation for the observed yield improvement is that the yield also improved for
SSF tests when we added idle cycles. Because the SSF test application method uses
only a single capture clock, stretching from one clock period to the next is irrelevant.
Some other mechanism must be at work.

Power grid recovery after IR drop

The large current surge generated by simultaneously switching internal nodes can
cause supply voltage droop. This supply voltage droop (the IR drop) occurs because of
the supply network’s resistance, along with its inductive components [the L(di/dt)
drop].10 After a current surge (such as from scan shifting) ends, the power supply
network recovers its intended value, governed by the network’s time constant. A
simple lumped RLC circuit can model the supply-ground network,11 as Figure 4 shows.
Each logic gate experiences different VDD and ground, depending on the physical
layout.
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Figure 4 Simplified equivalent circuit for supply-ground network: single logic
gate (a) and multiple logic gates (b).

Many previous studies have presented analytical solutions to the supply network
noise problem.10 In this experiment, we performed Spice simulations using a 0.13micron technology file to explore the dynamic behavior of this network and to
determine whether its recovery time was consistent with the observed results from LD
testing.
We used inverters as logic gates in the simulation, which we performed with the
following circuit configurations:
1.Each inverter switched independently and drove capacitive load CL.
2.Each inverter chain consisted of four inverters and switched independently. The
capacitive load of the last inverter in each chain was CL.
3.This was like the second configuration, but each inverter chain consisted of five
inverters.
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4.This was also like the second configuration, but in this case each inverter chain
consisted of six inverters.
The total number of logic gates (inverters) was the same in all four configurations.
We wanted to match the size of the circuit used in the Spice simulations to the size of
ELF13 chip. Therefore, we performed the Spice simulations on 12,000 logic gates. We
measured voltage droop recovery time from the onset of input transition of logic gates
to the time when the supply voltage value recovered to the nominal value (100%
recovery). This recovery time depends on the position of the logic gates. In this
experiment, we measured the worst-case recovery time. We set the L and C values of
the power grid model equal to those of the ground model (L = 0.1 nH and C = 0.2 pF),
and we varied the R values.
Figure 5 shows the 100% recovery times for the four configurations, and the 95%
recovery time (the amount of time required to recover 95% of the nominal value) for
Configuration 4, the one with the largest recovery time of the four configurations. The
x-axis gives the different R and CL values that we used in the simulations, and the y-

axis represents measured voltage droop recovery time. In the worst case, the recovery
time exceeded 150 μs. The 95% recovery time for Configuration 4 was about 140 μs,
or 1,000 idle cycles.
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Figure 5 Voltage droop recovery time. (The units of R and CL are ohms and pF.)

The simulation results in Figure 5 suggest that the power supply network, disturbed
by either scan-shifting activity or the transition of the scan-enable signal, can take
longer than 1,000 idle cycles to recover fully (even the 95% recovery time takes 1,000
idle cycles). Tests performed during that recovery period may be subject to overly
strenuous conditions due to power supply droop, which artificially limits their speed
performance. Thus, the longer the capture clock is delayed, the greater the amount of
IR drop that can be eliminated; and the greater the number of idle cycles inserted, the

faster the chip can operate. This is consistent with ELF13 test results shown in Table
1: The greater the number of idle cycles inserted, the greater the number chips that
pass the LD test.

Minimum VDD as an indicator of IR drop

Another data point related to IR drop is the minimum VDD value, which is the
minimum supply voltage at which a chip operates correctly. Earlier work has
demonstrated that structural test patterns that cause less IR drop make chips operate at
a lower supply voltage.12 Thus, the minimum VDD measurement can serve as an
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indirect method to measure IR drop, which is otherwise very difficult to view directly.
In this experiment, we measured minimum VDD for sample chips that failed the regular
LOC test set at the nominal supply voltage but passed at an elevated supply voltage.
The measured minimum VDD values are thus higher than the nominal VDD. We
measured the minimum VDD values for two groups of ELF13 chips (all of which failed
the regular LOC test): those that failed the LOC LD tests (LD failing chips) and those
that passed the LOC LD tests (LD passing chips). Seventy-seven percent of the LD
passing chips had minimum VDD values of less than 1.06 of nominal VDD (that is, less
than 6% extra supply voltage). On the other hand, 92% of the LD failing chips had
minimum VDD values greater than 1.06 of nominal VDD (that is, greater than 6% extra
supply voltage). This shows that chips with small minimum VDD values are more
likely to pass LD tests, meaning the additional time allotted to recover from IR drop
during LD tests improves yield. Conversely, the benefit of LD test is limited by the
maximum IR drop for each chip: The higher the minimum VDD (because of large IR
drop), the less likely a chip is to pass an LD test with a given number of idle cycles.

Using Fmax and excess delay as recovery indicators

An alternative method of assessing the effect of scan-test-induced IR drop on yield is
to quantify the size (in units of time) of the delays that cause LOC tests to falsely fail.
The excess delay, DE is the additional delay that causes a chip to fail an LOC test. We
can calculate it using the following equation:

DE = (1/Fmax) – (1/FS)

where Fmax is the maximum operating frequency (the maximum frequency of a chip at
which it passes a regular LOC test) and FS is the system frequency (the speed of a chip
during functional operation). When we ran this experiment on the ELF13 chips, we
measured the excess delay for each chip that failed the regular LOC test. As before,
there were two groups (LD passing and LD failing). Almost all the LD passing chips
(94%) had excess delays smaller than 2 ns, but almost half (46%) of the LD failing
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chips had excess delays greater than 2 ns. As with minimum VDD, excess delay is a
good indicator of the likelihood of improving yield by inserting idle cycles so that the
power supply network can rebound from the IR drop induced from applying a scan test.

Comparing ELF13 and ELF18 test results

As Tables 1 and 3 show, the LD test results for the ELF13 differ from those for the
ELF18. In ELF13 tests, LOC LD tests passed many chips (17 of 88), and SSF LD tests
passed only one of 14 chips. In ELF18 tests, LOC LD tests passed only a few DSP
cores (two of 141), but SSF LD tests passed many DSP cores (18 of 133). These
somewhat inconsistent test results can be due to different test conditions and chip
selections. The necessary conditions for a chip to pass SSF LD tests are as follows:
First, a chip should have correct values before the single capture clock is applied.
Second, a chip should not have a stuck-at defect.
The first condition implies that a chip can fail an SSF test (without idle insertion)
because the single capture clock is applied before internal nodes have settled on the
basis of the final scanned-in values. This settling between the last shift and the single
capture clock can be assisted by adding idle cycles during which chips can recover
from IR drop. The ELF18 has a faster shift speed (20 MHz) than the ELF13 (7 MHz),
whereas the ELF18 has a slower operating speed than the ELF13. Thus, ELF18 chips
are designed to operate more slowly than ELF13 chips, but shift speed is faster in
ELF18 chips. Therefore, it is more difficult for ELF18 chips to meet the first condition,
which explains why we can see more ELF18 DSP cores passing SSF LD tests than
ELF13 chips. This is consistent with the ELF18 test results, which indicate that the
scan-shifting activity rather than the scan-enable transition event causes the electrical
disturbance; that is, chips pass both before and after LD. However, in ELF13
experiments, only one chip passed the SSF LD test, indicating that the scan-enable
transition rather than the scan-shifting activity causes false failures; that is, chips pass
after LD but not before.
The reason the SSF LD test has only one passing ELF13 chip, whereas the LOC LD
test has many (17) passing ELF13 chips, is that in ELF13 chips the scan-enable
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transition event causes the electrical disturbance. IR drop caused by the scan-enable
transition increases a signal’s propagation delay. The increased propagation delay can
affect the LOC test results because the propagation of a signal is captured at the
subsequent capture clock applied at a rated speed. However, this increased delay does
not affect the SSF test result, because there is no capture-clock event that captures the
late signal transition in the SSF test set.
The second condition implies that a chip cannot pass the SSF LD test, regardless of
how much idle time is inserted, if it has a stuck-at defect. LD tests help chips recover
from IR drop by adding idle cycles. But if an internal node is stuck at VDD or ground
due to a defect, a chip cannot pass an LD test even if that chip has fully recovered
from IR drop. This condition is related to the ELF18 results in which few ELF18
DSP cores (two of 141) passed LOC LD tests.
In addition to the two conditions mentioned, a chip requires a third condition to pass
an LOC LD test: Delays of the chip must be small enough for the chip to pass the
LOC LD test. A chip cannot pass LOC LD even if it has fully recovered from IR drop
if the delay after recovery is still larger than the chip’s operation speed. The ELF13
chips used for the LOC LD experiments passed 2-detect and LOC tests applied at a
slow speed (10 MHz).3 Therefore, we can assume that all 88 ELF13 chips meet the
first two conditions. On the other hand, only nine of 141 ELF18 DSP cores used for
LOC LD passed the SSF test. So, we can assume that only nine of 141 ELF18 DSP
cores meet the first two conditions. In other words, 132 ELF18 DSP cores (141 – 9)
that failed the SSF test cannot pass LOC LD, because they may have stuck-at defects.
Our test results show that two ELF18 DSP cores that passed the LOC LD test came
from the nine DSP cores that passed the SSF test; that is, no ELF18 DSP cores passed
LOC LD if they failed the SSF test. However, 18 ELF18 DSP cores passed the SSF
LD test, yet none passed LOC LD; this discrepancy could be due to the third condition
just discussed. If we exclude SSF failing chips in considering the passing rate of LOC
LD, both chip designs show similar rates (19.3% for ELF13 and 22.2% for ELF18).
Experiments of the finer granularity of idle cycles would be helpful to identify the
optimum idle cycles for yield improvements. Spice simulation of supply-ground
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network based on the physical layout as well as the measurements of IR drop within
the chip will remain as the future work.
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